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ABSTRACT
This bulletin is a report of the progress that has been made to
date on the investigation of steel car wheels being conducted at
the University of Illinois. On some phases the investigation has
been concluded; others require additional work. Laboratory tests
were made on 369 wrought steel railway car wheels. Two types of
tests were performed: (1) the wheels were stopped from high speed
by using high brake shoe pressure, and (2) the wheels were tested
under long-continued applications of the brake shoes. The stop tests
were intended to produce thermal cracks in the wheel treads. The
long-continued brake shoe applications were intended to produce
fractures through the rims and plates of the wheels. In both types of
tests the conditions imposed on the wheels were more severe than
the wheels should receive in normal railway operation.
The studies of the effect of carbon content of the wheel material,
various methods of heat treatment, and changes in wheel design,
together with a qualitative analysis of the stresses developed in the
wheels are presented.
The results of the tests are summarized in Chapter IX. The con-
clusions apply only to the types of wheels tested. These do not
necessarily represent all wheels made by the various manufacturers.
The types of failures, however, are in close accord with experience
in service.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose of Investigation
In railway service, car wheels are in general required to fulfill
two functions: (1) to act as a wheel which supports the weight of
the car as it moves along the rails and (2) to act as a brake drum.
In this latter capacity the wheels, along with the brake shoes, are
required to dissipate as heat the energy released in stopping or in
controlling the speed of a train. With the trend toward increasing
train speeds and greater loads per wheel, the wheels are subjected to
increased braking demands, since the energy that must be dissipated
varies as the square of the velocity of the train and directly with the
load per wheel. This situation has focused attention on the types of
wheel failures that result from heating due to brake shoe applications.
In recognition of the need for joint action in studies conducted
with a view to determining the circumstances that influence the
service performance of wrought steel wheels, and looking toward
improvement of the product, the Technical Board of the Wrought
Steel Wheel Industry was organized in 1938. Shortly after the forma-
tion of the Board, a cooperative research program was entered into
between the University of Illinois and the Board for the purpose of
studying the properties of the existing wheels and determining how
wheels could be made more resistant to thermal cracking and to
failure through rim and plate resulting from heating due to brake
shoe applications. It is generally accepted that thermal action result-
ing from brake shoe applications may produce (1) thermal cracks'
and (2) brittle-type rim and plate fractures 2. The thermal cracks
and the rim and plate fractures are in general produced by two
different types of service conditions.
Thermal cracks are the result of a severe heating of the tread of
the wheel at such a rate that a steep temperature gradient is pro-
duced. The quenching action of the cold material remaining in the
rim can develop a change in the structure and can produce stresses
sufficient to cause the formation of a thermal crack. The steep tem-
perature gradient is produced by severe brake shoe applications of
short duration such as occur, for instance, during the stopping of a
train from a high speed with high brake shoe pressures. Typical
thermal cracks caused by these conditions are shown in Fig. 1.
Thermal cracks in general develop transverse to the tread of the
wheel and are of varying length and depth. Further brake appli-
1 See AAR Wheel and Axle Manual, 1M45, revised edn., p. 43, Fig. 40.
2 Ibid., p. 54, Fig. 53.
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FIG. 1. TYPICAL THERMAL CRACKS IN WHEEL TREADS
Thermal cracks produced in service (top)
Thermal cracks produced in the laboratory (bottom)
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cations after the formation of a thermal crack may cause it to grow
in length and depth.
The brittle-type rim and plate fracture, which will be referred to
as "wheel fracture," is produced by a braking condition that results
in the general heating of the rim. This type of heating can be produced
by light brake applications of appreciable duration such as might
occur in controlling the speed of a train down long grades or when the
brake shoes fail to release properly. The heating of the whole rim,
and subsequent cooling, set up tensile stresses in a tangential direction
in the rim. With repeated heating and cooling of the rim these tensile
stresses may become large enough to rupture the rim and plate,
especially if the stresses are intensified by a notch such as a thermal
crack.
2. Scope of Investigation
With the wheel testing facilities at the University of Illinois the
effect of brake shoe action on the wheels can be studied. Since the
thermal cracking and failure mentioned above were believed to be
caused by thermal action alone, it was not deemed necessary to alter
the facilities to include the effect of rail loads. Two types of tests
were developed for testing wheels, a "stop" test and a "drag" test.
The stop test, described in detail in Section 9, consists of applying
brakes at a high pressure to a wheel which is rotating at a relatively
high peripheral speed and stopping the wheel in somewhat the same
manner as a train would be stopped by an emergency brake applica-
tion. In the laboratory a flywheel which is keyed to the same shaft
as the test wheel supplied a quantity of energy that is comparable
to the energy that each wheel of a passenger train would have to
dissipate in stopping the train. This severe short-time test has pro-
duced thermal cracks in test wheels in the laboratory. The thermal
cracking problem is still under investigation, and a more extensive
study is being made at the University of Illinois; hence the stop test
data in this bulletin should be regarded as preliminary information.
The drag test, as the name implies, is one wherein the brake shoes
are applied to the wheel while the wheel is rotated at constant speed
for an appreciable period of time. The drag test is described in Section
8. This type of testing produces wheel fractures similar to those
shown in Fig. 2. Considerable difficulty was experienced in develop-
ing a test procedure which would give relatively consistent results.
The first drag test procedure was to subject the wheel to a series of
12 ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
Wheel fracture produced in service
FIG. 2. TYPICAL WHEEL FRACTURES
Wheel fracture produced in the laboratory
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drag tests; the wheel was then removed from the testing machine
and a radial saw cut was made through the rim to induce a wheel
fracture. The depth of the rim saw cut and the number of drags re-
quired to produce fracture were chosen as the criterion for comparing
wheels.
This method gave erratic results and was abandoned in favor of
a method referred to as a "Standard Drag Test" which involves saw-
ing a simulated thermal crack in the rim of the wheel before subjecting
the wheel to drag testing. While consideration was given to the plan
of producing thermal cracks in the wheel rim by stop-testing the wheel
until a thermal crack developed and then using the cracks thus de-
veloped for the wheel fracture study, it was felt that the simulated
thermal cracks would give the more consistent results. The stop test
program and the drag test program were therefore kept separate.
The stop testing and drag testing of wheels have been confined
mainly to wheels of 36-in. diameter, though some data have been
obtained and are reported on 33-in.-diam wheels. The 33-in.-diam
wheels were made both by the conventional wrought steel manufac-
turing process, which is a combination of press forging and rolling,
and by a drop-forging process.
Mechanical property data for the wheel material were obtained
and are presented for wheels having two types of heat treatment,
various carbon contents, and two methods of wheel manufacture.
The data were from notched and unnotched static tension specimens,
Brinell hardness determinations, and endurance limits for notched
and unnotched rotating beam bending fatigue specimens. For a few
types of wheels a photomicroscopic study was made of the structure
of the material before and after drag testing.
A number of variables were investigated to determine their effect
on the ability of the wheel to resist wheel fractures and thermal
cracks. The variables considered are classified as follows: (1) heat
treatment, (2) wheel design, (3) carbon content, and (4) method of
wheel manufacture. Under heat treatment the investigation included
two types of treatment recognized by the Association of American
Railroads. These are (1) quenching the rim of a wheel by water
followed by tempering of the entire wheel in a furnace, and (2) an
all-over quench of the wheel by immersion in oil or water followed
by tempering in a furnace. For these quenched wheels the effect of
varying the draw temperature was investigated. Under "wheel
design" the investigation included the effect of some changes in plate
thickness, plate location, and rim thickness. The test results are
presented under the four general classifications of the variables
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
listed above. Many of the tests conducted during the investigation
were exploratory, and since the data obtained were not conclusive,
the results are not presented in the main body of the bulletin but in
Appendix B.
In Appendix A a qualitative stress analysis of the wheels is
presented. Based on a concept of relaxation of stress which occurs
at high temperatures when a member is subjected to constant strain,
the stress analysis presents a qualitative picture of the reason for
the effect of a given variable on the test results.
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II. WHEELS TESTED AND THEIR MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
4. Wheels Tested
The wrought steel wheels used in this investigation were for the
most part manufactured as standard 36C and standard 33C wheels
(now designated as A36 and A33) 1. After their manufacture, the
treads of all the wheels were machined cylindrical. A cross-section of
the wheel naming the important parts is shown in Fig. 3.
Floa-ep
FIG. 3. CROSS-SECTION OF WHEEL (VARIOUS PARTS)
A number of variations in design were investigated. These
special features were obtained by machining the standard wheels to
give variations in rim thickness, plate thickness and plate locations.
Each of the special features is described in the section where the
information is pertinent. For comparative purposes a wheel desig-
nated as the "basic wheel" is herein defined as a wheel manufactured
according to 36C design with a rim thickness of 2Y2 in. and a plate
thickness of approximately 1 in. and 114 in. as given by dimensions
A and B respectively in Fig. 3.
The wheels are classified according to AAR specifications M-107-
482 as to carbon content and heat treatment. The heat-treated wheels
fall into three classes: Class A if the carbon is below 0.63 percent 3,
1 See AAR Manual of Standard and Recommended Practice G-23-1949.2 See AAR Manual of Standard and Recommended Practice M-107-48.3 
Effective March 7, 1949, a ruling of the AAR changed the maximum carbon content of
Class A wheels from 0.63 percent to 0.57 percent.
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Class B if the carbon is from 0.57 to 0.67 percent, Class C if the
carbon is from 0.67 to 0.77 percent. The untreated wheels are
classified as Class U and must fall within the carbon range of 0.65 to
0.77 percent carbon. There are two types of heat treatment recog-
nized by the Association of American Railroads'- (1) entire wheel-
quenching treatment and (2) rim-quenching treatment.
Of the wheels reported in this bulletin that were given the entire
wheel-quenching treatment, the majority were quenched in a bath of
oil; these are referred to as oil-quenched wheels. For wheels referred
to as rim-quenched wheels the rims were water-quenched. All the
heat-treated wheels were drawn at a suitable temperature to control
hardness and residual stresses. In the tables presented in this bulletin
the letters listed under heat treatment mean the following:
E - entire wheel quenched in oil (oil-quenched wheel)
W - entire wheel quenched in water (water-quenched wheel)
R - rim of wheel quenched in water (rim-quenched wheel)
U- wheel not subjected to a quench.
5. Mechanical Properties
Mechanical property tests were made on 36-in.-diam rim-
quenched, oil-quenched, and entire water-quenched Class A wheels,
rim-quenched and oil-quenched Class B wheels, and rim-quenched
and oil-quenched Class C wheels. Mechanical property tests were also
made on 33-in.-diam rolled and drop-forged untreated wheels. The
data are presented in Tables 1, la and 2. In some cases the conditions
of heat treatment are not present manufacturing practices.
Mechanical properties were determined as follows: (1) yield
strength for 0.2 percent offset, ultimate strength, percent elonga-
tion, and percent reduction of area for upnotched tension specimens
taken from the rim and plate of the wheel, (2) proportional limit
and ultimate strength for notched tension specimens taken from the
plate of the wheel, (3) rotating beam endurance limits for unnotched
and notched specimens taken from the plate and rim of the wheel,
and (4) Brinell hardness determinations across the cross-section of
the wheel. The locations of the various specimens in the car wheel,
along with dimensions of the various specimens, are shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows the location at which BHN readings were taken.
Attention is called to the fact that the unnotched static tension
specimens taken from the rolled and the drop-forged 33-in.-diam
untreated wheels were 14 in. in diam, since the thin plate made it
impossible to obtain a specimen 12 in. in diameter.
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In general the yield strength, ultimate strength, and hardness in-
crease with carbon content as indicated by the three Classes A, B,
and C. For a particular class these properties of the material in the
rim of the wheels are approximately the same for the rim-quenched
and oil-quenched wheels having the same draw temperature. This
condition would be expected, since the rim of the wheel is quenched
in each type of heat treatment; however, a noticeable difference
would be expected, and is shown, in the mechanical properties of
the plate. For the oil-quenched wheels there is little difference in
mechanical properties between the rim and plate, since the whole
wheel was quenched; however, the strength properties of the plate
of the rim-quenched wheels are considerably lower than for the rim,
since the plate was not quenched. The strength properties for the
rolled and drop-forged Class U wheels (see Table la) are consider-
ably lower than for the heat-treated Class C wheels, although the
carbon content of the two classes is nearly the same. The ductility
of the material, as measured by the percent elongation and percent
reduction in area, has an appreciably lower value for the untreated
wheels than for the heat-treated wheels. Attention is directed to the
fact that the tensile specimens taken from the untreated wheels
were 14 in. in diameter, whereas those from heat-treated wheels
were of the standard 12 -in. diameter. The specimen of smaller diam-
eter with the same gage length showed a lower percent elongation
than the same steel would exhibit in the standard specimen. The
mechanical property data for the rolled and the drop-forged wheels
shown in Table la do not indicate any significant difference between
the two methods of manufacture.
Table 2 gives the Brinell hardness data of wheels drawn at
different temperatures. These tests were made at the various loca-
tions on the cross-section of a wheel as shown in Fig. 5. The Brinell
hardness data presented in Table 2 for the Number 1 position are
the values obtained by the manufacturer. The remaining Brinell
hardness data in Table 2 were obtained at the University on the
cross-sections of the wheels used for residual stress determinations.
The data presented in Table 2 show the same trends as were found
for the ultimate strength of the unnotched static tension specimens.
6. Metallographic Study
Microstructural changes in a wheel occur as a result of brake
applications. In an effort to ascertain the extent and possible effects
of such changes, a metallographic study of drag-tested wheels was
made. As a basis of comparison, photomicrographs were taken of
the initial structure of an untreated wheel, and of oil-quenched and
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TABLE 2
BRINELL HARDNESS READINGS OF STEEL CAR WHEELS
si
Car- Heat
bon, Treat-
percent ment
Heat
Number
46L223
31077
E6270
46L256
37021
47L193
87120
46568
46568
46568
46568
46568
Clas
A
A
A
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
U
Location of Hardness Readings*
B1
B.H.N.
2
B.H.N.
3 4 5 6
B.H.N. B.H.N.B.H.N. B.H.N
33-in.-diam Rolled Steel Wheel
271 ICU4R 831021 U 0.72 U .... ... 241 248 255 243
33-in.-diam Drop-Forged Wheel
255 LCU4R 831021 U 0.72 U ... 241 241 ... 241 241
* For location of hardness readings see Fig. 5.
rim-quenched wheels drawn at temperatures of 1200 deg F, 800 deg F,
and 400 deg F. Photomicrographs of the initial structure of rolled
wheels and drop-forged wheels are also discussed.
To establish a uniform basis for a comparative metallographic
study of wrought steel car wheels, a series of wheels made from one
heat of steel (No. 921614) was examined. The chemical composition
of the steel was as follows:
%C %Mn %P %S %Si
0.72 0.77 0.022 0.035 0.20
The rim structures at approximately 1Y in. below the center of
the tread of the wheels as received from the manufacturer are shown
in the micrographs in Fig. 6. These micrographs are for wheels hav-
Wheel
Test
Number
35 BAR1R
5 IAO1R
23 SAW1R
41 BBR1R
11 IB01R
47 BCR1R
17 ICO1R
66 ICRIR
61 IC01R
76 ICRIR
71 ICO1R
81 ICU1R
86 IF01R
247 BCR1R
267 BCR9R
307 ICR1R
305 ICR1R
306 ICR1R
343 ICR1R
304 ICR1R
303 ICR1R
296 ICR1R
311 ICO1R
310 IC01R
309 ICO1R
308 ICO1R
302 ICO1R
301 ICO1R
312 ICU1R
0.52 R
0.52 E
0.48 W
0.61 R
0.61 E
0.71 R
0.72 E
0.73 R
0.73 E
0.73 R
0.73 E
0.73 U
0.73 E
0.71 R
0.71 R
0.72 R
0.72 R
0.72 R
0.72 R
0.72 R
0.72 R
0.72 R
0.72 E
0.72 E
0.72 E
0.72 E
0.72 E
0.72 E
0.72 U
59R316 C
59R316 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 C
921614 U
Draw
Temp,
deg F
870
990
800
870
990
870
1 040
970
970
1 140
1 140
970
870
870
400
700
800
860
900
1 000
1 200
400
700
800
900
1 000
1 200
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RIM-QUENCHED; DRAW TEMP. 12000 F
RIM-QUENCHED; DRAW TEMP. 800° F
RIM-QUENCHED; DRAW TEMP. 4000 F
OIL-QUENCHED; DRAW TEMP. 12000 F
OIL-QUENCHED; DRAW TEMP. 800° F
OII-QUENCHED; DRAW TEMP. 4000 F
Untreated
FIG. 6. MICROGRAPHS: STRUCTURE OF UNTREATED WHEEL COMPARED WITH
RIM-QUENCHED AND OIL-QUENCHED WHEELS DRAWN AT
INDICATED TEMPERATURES
The areas shown were on a radial plane approximately 1ý in. below the tread surface.
Magnification 600X.
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RIM, DROP-FORGED WHEEL
PLATE, DROP-FORGED WHEEL
RIM, ROLLED STEEL WHEEL
PLATE, ROLLED STEEL WHEEL
FIG. 7. MICROGRAPHS: STRUCTURE OF DROP-FORGED AND ROLLED STEEL WHEELS
The area shown for the rim structure was on a radial plane approximately 1/8 in. below the
tread surface, and the area shown for the plate structure was on a radial plane at approximately
the center of the plate. Both wheels received the same heat treatment after the hot-forming
operation. Magnification 600X.
ing the three draw temperatures mentioned above. Although micro-
graphs were obtained for wheels having the other draw temperatures,
only the three representative micrographs are shown. No important
metallurgical changes were noted until the 1200 deg F draw temper-
ature was reached. Photomicrographs of the wheels drawn at 1200
deg F indicate spheroidization of cementite in the pearlite.
The photomicrographs of the structure at the center of the tread
and the center of the plate of the drop-forged and rolled steel un-
tested wheels are shown in Fig. 7. Additional sections of the wheel
were examined and the structure was found to be similar to that
shown. The drop-forged and rolled steel wheels were produced from
the same heat of steel and received the same heat treatment after the
forming process, the only difference being in the method used in
the hot-forming operation. There is no significant difference in micro-
structure between the drop-forged and the rolled steel wheels.
When a steel car wheel is subjected to a standard drag test the
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STRUCTURE 0.050" BELOW TREAD STRUCTURE 0.175" BELOw TREAD
FIG. 8. MICROGRAPHS: STRUCTURE BELOW TREAD AFTER
WHEEL WAS SUBJECTED TO 75 DRAG TESTS
Rim-quenched wheel drawn at 800 (leg F. Magnification 600X
tread of the wheel is heated to an austenitizing temperature. Figure
8 shows the microstructure below the surface of the tread of a rim-
quenched wheel, drawn at 800 deg F, after it was subjected to 75
standard drag tests. The structure at the surface of the tread and to
a depth of approximately 0.15 in. is primarily fine pearlite and free
ferrite, with some carbides noted. The grain size of this area appears
to be finer than that of the original structure; it indicates a transfor-
mation as a result of heating into the lower part of the austenitic
range. From a depth of 0.15 in. to 0.30 in. below the center of the tread
is a zone of spheroidization. The size and distribution of the spheroids
are probably a function of the number and severity of brake appli-
cations. Traces of spheroidization were noted at varying depths
below this region. The actual depth of the heat-affected zone is also
related to the number and severity of the brake applications and the
location on the wheel from which the specimen was removed.
As previously mentioned, the region between 0.15 in. and 0.30
in. below the surface of the tread was spheroidized; however, it
should be borne in mind that the foregoing results were obtained by
standard drag tests and that the depth is not necessarily the same
at which spheroidization might occur in wheels subjected to railroad
service. In service the depth of the heat-affected zone depends on
the type of brake application and such other factors as load, rail, and
weather conditions. However, the tread of the wheel can definitely
be heated to an austenitizing temperature by brake shoe action. Once
this temperature has been exceeded the hardness of the tread will,
for practical purposes, depend on the type of quench the material
receives, a higher hardness being obtained with faster cooling rates.
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III. TEST PROCEDURE
7. Testing Equipment
The general design of the wheel testing machine is shown in
Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 10 is shown a test wheel keyed to the main
shaft; the main shaft also carries a heavy flywheel as shown in Fig. 9.
A 300-hp steam engine supplies power to the main shaft through a
flat belt and a positive clutch. By means of the clutch the main
FIG. 9. INTERIOR VIEW OF WHEEL TESTING LABORATORY
(1) Transmission belt; (2) flywheel; (3) recording dynamometer; (4) loading lever; (5) dead
weights; and (6) air cylinder.
shaft can be disconnected from the steam engine at any desired
speed. The revolving mass of the main shaft, the flywheel, and a
36-in.-diam car wheel is equivalent to the energy of 20,000 lb moving
at the peripheral speed of the 36-in.-diam car wheel. This represents
the energy to be dissipated by each wheel of a passenger car carrying
20,000 lb per wheel when it is stopped from a given speed by the
brake shoes.
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FmI. 10. CAR WHEEL IN TESTING MACHINE
(1) Cooling nozzles; (2) grinder; and (3) loading lever
Two standard brake shoes are applied to the wheel by a clasp
brake arrangement as shown in Fig. 10. The brake shoes are forced
against the wheel by dead weights through a lever mechanism. The
brake shoe pressure can be varied from zero to 20,000 lb. The total
frictional force developed between the upper brake shoe and the
wheel is measured by the dynamometer shown in Fig. 9. A tacho-
meter measures the number of revolutions per minute of the car
wheel, and a revolution counter measures the total number of re-
volutions of the car wheel during a test.
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8. The Drag Test
In order to establish a drag test procedure for testing wheels,
four variables have to be considered: peripheral speed of the wheel,
duration of test, brake shoe pressure (pounds), and the feasibility of
using a simulated thermal crack.
At the beginning of the investigation the speed selected was 50
mph, a brake shoe pressure of approximately 3000 lb was used, and
a duration of test of 30 min was selected. Under these conditions it
was found that the shoes became so soft because of the excessive
heat that they would last only 15-25 min. To attain a 30-min dura-
tion of test, the brake shoe pressure was reduced to 2600 lb. Even at
this reduced pressure the shoes would not always last a full 30 min.
To increase the life of the shoes so that a 30-min drag test could be
run, an intermittent brake shoe application was introduced. The
brake shoes were applied for 50 sec and released for 10 sec out of
each minute. By applying the brake shoes intermittently, they would
last 15 drag tests with a shoe pressure of 3000 lb and would last 8
drag tests with the shoe pressure increased to 4000 lb. Except for a
few wheels used in the development of the drag test procedure, all
wheel tests reported in this bulletin were run with intermittent brake
shoe application.
At the beginning of the investigation the drag tests were per-
formed without a simulated thermal crack. The wheels were first
subjected to a number of drag tests and were then removed from the
testing machine, and a radial saw cut was made to determine whether
fracture would occur. If the wheel fractured during the saw cut, the
fracture generally occurred just before or just as the saw cut passed
through the rim. The relative merits of a wheel were determined by
the number of drag tests that had been run on the wheel and whether
or not fracture occurred on the saw cut. The results of testing wheels
without a simulated thermal crack are shown in Table 3. A consider-
able number of variables were considered in these wheel tests: carbon
content, heat treatment, shoe pressure, type of drag tests, and
number of drags. The main purpose of these tests was to develop
a test procedure. Although the data in Table 3 do show trends, the
spread in the test data for different types of wheels is too great to
permit definite conclusions.
To develop a more definite test the feasibility of a simulated
thermal crack was considered. The notch used to simulate a thermal
crack was a radial saw cut extending into the rim of the wheel. This
saw cut was then filled with a snug-fitting shim of the same material
as the wheel material. The shim was used to make the artificial
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TABLE 3
DRAG TEST RESULTS OF WHEELS INITIALLY FREE
OF SIMULATED THERMAL CRACK
36-in. basic design wheels. All tests at 50 mph.
Shoe Time
Heat Pres- of
Wheel Test Carbon, Treat- sure, Drag,
No. percent ment lb min
1 IAO1D
8 IBO1D
14 ICO1D
19 SAW1D
31 BAR1D
32 BAR1D
37 BBR1D
38 BBR1D
43 BCR1D
44 BCR1D
48 BCR1D
2 IAO1D
56 IEO1D
57 IEO1D
7 IBO1D
13 ICO1D
50 IDO1D
51 IDO1D
20 SAW1D
131 IBR1D
67 ICR1D
68 ICR1D
77 ICR1D
78 ICR1D
80 ICR1D
104 IBO1D
112 IBO1D
115 IBO1D
124 IBO1D
62 ICO1D
63 ICOID
65 ICO1D
72 ICO1D
73 ICO1D
75 ICO1D
87 IFO1D
88 IFO1D
54 IDO1D
82 ICU1D
83 ICU1D
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
2 600
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
3 000
Num- Frac- Depth of
ber ture on Rim Saw
Type of of Saw Cut,
Drag Drags Cut percent
Continuous 10 No 100
Continuous 14 No 100
Continuous 12 Yes 90
Continuous 10 No 100
Continuous 12 No 100
Continuous 20 No 100
Continuous 8 No 100
Continuous 22 No 100
Continuous 8 Yes 100
Continuous 8 Yes 100
Continuous 14 Yes 100
Continuous 12 Yes 100
Continuous 10 Yes 100
Continuous 10 Yes 100
Continuous 6 Yes 95
Continuous 18 Yes 100
Continuous 10 Yes 100
Continuous 10 Yes 100
Continuous 8 No 100
Intermittent 10 No 100
Intermittent 12 Yes 100
Intermittent 6 Yes 100
Intermittent 12 Yes 90
Intermittent 6 Yes 90
Intermittent 3. Yes 100
Intermittent 10 Yes 100
Intermittent 10 No 100
Intermittent 10 No 100
Intermittent 10 Yes 100
Intermittent 12 Yes 70
Intermittent 6 Yes 80
Intermittent 1 Yes 95
Intermittent 6 Yes 100
Intermittent 3 Yes 100
Intermittent 1 Yes 100
Intermittent 6 Yes 100
Intermittent 3 Yes 100
Intermittent 14 Yes 100
Intermittent 12 Yes 100
Intermittent 6 Yes 100
thermal crack more nearly resemble the thermal crack that occurs
in service. If a shim was not used, it was found, the saw cut would
close during the drag test as the rim was heated. It was thought that
by preventing this closing of the saw cut, the stresses developed at
the bottom of the saw cut by drag testing would more nearly ap-
proach the stresses occurring at the bottom of a thermal crack.
Exploratory tests proved that a wheel could be fractured on the
testing machine if a simulated thermal crack was introduced in the
rim of the wheel. Two tests were made with a saw cut extending
100 percent through the rim. Each of these wheels fractured after
the first drag; thus a 100 percent saw cut proved to be too severe.
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TABLE 4
EFFECT OF SPEED ON NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS REQUIRED
TO PRODUCE FRACTURE
36-in. Class B basic design wheels from heat 34519, tested with 50% saw cut and shim and
3000-lb intermittent brake shoe application
Number of
Drags for
Wheel Test Number Heat Treatment Speed, mph Fracture
129 IBR1D R 50 15
132 IBR1D R 50 9
106 IBO1D E 50 4
118 IBO1D E 50 5
130 IBR1D R 45 30
133 IBRID R 45 23
134 IBR1D R 45 22
140 IBRID R 45 39
141 IBRID R 45 40
151 IBR1D R 45 50
114 IBO1D E 45 9
120 IBOID E 45 8
135 IBOID E 45 9
136 IBOlD E 45 3
137 IBO1D E 45 8
139 IBO1D E 45 15
149 IBO1D E 45 17
150 IBOID E 45 8
110 IBO1D E 40 12
119 IBOlD E 40 9
122 IBOID E 40 13
113 IB01D E 35 17
121 IBO1D E 35 34
125 IBO1D E 35 10
128 IBO1D E 35 13
The saw cut depth was then decreased to 50 percent of the rim thick-
ness. The drag test results for the 50 percent saw cut depth and at
various speeds are shown in Table 4. The data therein indicate the
possibility of using the number of drags required to produce fracture
as a measure of the ability of a wheel to resist fracture.
To amplify the differences between the types of wheels, it was
decided to use a test procedure such that the wheels most resistant
to fracture would fail at a large number of drags. The severity of
the test was varied by changing the peripheral speed of the wheel
while keeping the shoe pressure at 3000 lb, the duration of test at
30 min, and the saw cut depth at 50 percent. The plot of the test
results showing the effect of speed on the number of drag tests to
produce fracture is given in Fig. 11. From these results it appears
that the speed of 50 mph resulted in a drag test which was too severe.
The low speeds were objectionable because the brake shoes were
found to cut into the wheel tread; this was especially true of the
tests run at 35 mph. In order to use as high a speed as possible so
as to eliminate possible cutting of the wheel tread by the brake
shoe and at the same time have a drag test that would give com-
parative results, 45 mph was chosen as the standard test speed.
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R,/I Quenched Whee/s 0i/ Quenchead Wheels
Speed in m.p.h.
FIG. 11. EFFECT OF SPEED ON NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS
REQUIRED TO PRODUCE FRACTURE
Class B, 36-in.-diam wheels
From the above-mentioned results the standard drag test proce-
dure was developed. The procedure consisted, first, in preparing
a wheel with a saw cut and snug-fitting shim extending 50 percent
of the depth of the rim; the wheel was then placed on the testing
machine, where it was subjected to drag tests. Each drag test con-
sisted of rotating the wheel at a peripheral speed of 45 mph while
two brake shoes were held against the wheel, each under a pressure
of 3000 lb, for 50 sec and released 10 sec out of every minute for a
total duration of 30 min. After the drag test the wheel was allowed
to cool in air for 15 min, and the rim and plate were then sprayed
with water to cool to room temperature. Whenever a new pair of
brake shoes were required the car wheel was ground until the tread
was cylindrical and all brake shoe material removed. Most of the
drag test data presented in this bulletin were obtained under the
standard drag test procedure. If the wheel did not fracture after 50
standard drag tests, testing was discontinued for the most part,
because of the time involved. In order to fracture some types of
wheels with fewer drag tests a more severe type of drag test was
devised. The changes in the standard drag test procedure required
to obtain the more severe drag test were an increase in saw cut depth
to 75 percent and an increase of the shoe pressure to 4000 lb.
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An enormous amount of energy is expended while dragging a car
wheel that has two brake shoes sliding against its tread. Under a
standard drag test it required approximately 100 hp to keep the
wheel rotating at 45 mph. From the measurement of the tangential
pull developed between the wheel and the upper brake shoe the
coefficient of friction was determined by dividing the tangential pull
by the shoe pressure (pounds). The values of the coefficient of friction
are listed in Appendix B.
9. The Stop Test
A stop test is designed to simulate the treatment that a passenger
car wheel might receive when a train is stopped from a high speed
by an emergency brake application. In service a wheel will receive
many types of brake shoe applications at various speeds and pres-
sures. In the laboratory, however, it is advantageous to standardize
and thereby to eliminate as many variables as possible. As previously
mentioned, the wheel testing machine at the University of Illinois
has a revolving mass, keyed to the same shaft as the test wheel,
whose kinetic energy is equivalent to the energy of 20,000 lb moving
at the same linear velocity as the periphery of a 36-in.-diam test car
wheel; this may be considered as a 20,000-lb equivalent rail wheel
load. The standard stop test on a 36-in.-diam car wheel was a stop
made from an initial surface speed of 115 mph with clasp brakes
(see Fig. 10) and a pressure of 20,000 lb on each shoe (200 percent
braking ratio). After each stop the wheel was allowed to cool in air
for 8 min, and then was cooled to room temperature by running
water on the tread while the wheel revolved slowly. If thermal crack-
ing occurred, the cracks usually developed about 2 min after the
water was applied to the tread. All wheels that were stop-tested were
ground cylindrical before each test so that no brake shoe material
remained on the tread of the wheels. As little wheel material as
possible was removed during each grinding. A 33-in.-diam wheel
received approximately the same treatment as the 36-in.-diam wheel
except that the initial tread speed was reduced to 105 mph, since the
total energy to be dissipated was kept the same for both the 36-in.
and the 33-in.-diam wheels. The kinetic energy of the flywheel is
dependent only upon the number of revolutions per minute of the
main shaft; therefore, the equivalent rail wheel load was automati-
cally increased to 24,000 lb for the 33-in. wheel, since the kinetic
energy of 24,000 lb moving at 105 mph is the same as 20,000 lb mov-
ing at 115 mph. In each case, the total kinetic energy of the revolving
mass was approximately 9,000,000 ft-lb.
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Ins/de Face Outside Face
FIG. 12. LOCATION OF GAGE LINES FOR DETERMINING STRAINS
The number of revolutions that the wheel of given diameter
makes before it is stopped depends upon the coefficient of friction
developed between the wheel and the brake shoes. The average value
of the coefficient of friction for each stop-tested wheel is given in
Appendix B. It was obtained by dividing the total energy dissipated,
by the product of the shoe pressure (pounds) and the peripheral
distance traveled.
10. Strain Determination and Rim Movement
The drag testing of wheels developed tensile stresses in the tan-
gential direction in the rims of wheels which increased with the
number of tests and which in most cases eventually reached suffi-
cient magnitude to produce wheel failures through the saw cuts.
This change of stress was the result of plastic deformation which
occurred during the test. In order to obtain strain data for a stress
analysis, strains were measured at the various locations on the wheel
as shown in Fig. 12. Using a Number 54 drill, strain gage holes for
a 2-in. gage length were drilled in the wheel in the form of strain
rosettes on the inner and outer face of the wheel on the rim, on
the plate near the rim (Pi), on the center of the plate (P 2), and
on the plate near the hub (P 3). In most cases these strain rosettes
were drilled on two different radial lines at 90 deg to each other.
For each strain rosette, strains were measured in four directions
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at 45 deg. Only three readings were needed to determine the prin-
cipal strains. The fourth reading was used as a check. Several
methods are used for determining principal stresses from the strain
data obtained from the rosettes. The method employed in this in-
vestigation was greatly simplified by the use of a specially con-
structed slide rule' which enables a rapid determination of the angle
at which maximum principal stress occurs and the magnitudes of the
principal stresses.
The strains were measured with an Olsen-de-Shazer strain gage
having a 2-in. gage length. The sensitivity of the gage was such
that 30 divisions on the dial represented 0.001 in. per in. strain. In
taking strain readings, a number of readings were obtained for each
pair of strain gage holes until the successive readings would agree
within one division.
A photograph of two Olsen-de-Shazer gages is shown in Fig. 13.
The legs on one of the gages were 158 in. long and were used in
taking strain readings at the bottom of Yg-in.-diam holes drilled to
depths of as much as 12 in. below the surface of the rim of the
wheel to determine the residual stresses at these depths. The gage,
shown at the bottom of Fig. 13, measured the axial movement of the
rim with respect to the hub of the wheel. The Ames dial measured
the rim movement directly in increments of 0.001 in. for each dial divi-
sion. All measurements on the wheels were made at room temperature.
In the determination of residual stresses on the surface of the
wheel initial strain readings were taken for each of the rosettes before
the wheel was sawed. Each rosette was sawed out of the wheel by
cutting out a 21 2-in.-by-2/12-in.-by-1 4 -in. block. The differences in the
initial and final strain reading were used in calculating the principal
residual stresses at the various locations shown in Fig. 12.
In order to determine the residual stresses at various depths
below the surface of the rim of the wheel, Yg-in.-diam holes were
drilled to the desired depths. A Number 54 drill was then used to
drill strain gage holes at the bottoms of the large holes. Initial strain
readings were taken before the wheel was sawed. Each gage line was
sawed out of the wheel in the form of a block which was approxi-
mately Y8 in. square and 22 in. long, and final strain readings were
then taken. Residual strains were measured in the circumferential
direction, and in some tests in the axial direction. Since all three
principal strains were not measured, the resulting residual stress
determinations may be somewhat in error; however, the data are
believed to be valuable for comparative purposes.
*See "Stresses in Car Wheels" by Reid L. Kenyon and Harry Tobin, Railway Mechanical
Engineer, December 1941-January 1942.
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IV. EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON TEST RESULTS
11. Drag Test Results of Rim-Quenched, Oil-Quenched
and Untreated Wheels
The results of drag testing are affected both by the type of heat
treatment and by the draw temperature for a given type of heat
treatment. The tests reported in this bulletin indicate that the rim-
quenched wheels are superior to the oil-quenched wheels in their
ability to resist the wheel fractures resulting from drag testing. The
differences in the drag test results between the rim-quenched and oil-
quenched wheels are attributed to the different types of residual
stress distributions which result from the different heat treatments.
The strain data which are required to analyze this problem are
presented in Chapter VIII and Appendix A.
The drag test data showing the effect of heat treatment are pre-
sented in Tables 4 and 5 and plotted in Figs. 11 and 14. The data
presented in Table 4 and plotted in Fig. 11 are drag test results for
rim-quenched and oil-quenched wheels of the Class B Chemistry.
At a speed of 45 mph the average number of drags required to produce
fracture in the rim-quenched wheels was 34; for the oil-quenched
wheels an average of approximately 10 drag tests was required to
produce fracture. Thus the rim-quenched Class B wheels were about
three times more resistant to wheel fracture than the oil-quenched
Class B wheels. This same trend is also shown at a speed of 50 mph.
The data presented in Table 5 and plotted in Fig. 14 are drag
test results for rim-quenched, oil-quenched, and untreated wheels of
the Class C chemistry. The data plotted on Fig. 14a are for wheels
having a rim thickness of 2 in.; those plotted on Fig. 14b are for
wheels having a rim thickness of 21Y in. In each case the data are
segregated into groups of rim-quenched and oil-quenched wheels for
each of the various draw temperatures, while the untreated wheels
are shown as a separate group for comparative purposes. It will be
noticed that, regardless of the rim thickness or the draw tempera-
ture, the rim-quenched wheels are far more resistant to wheel frac-
tures than the oil-quenched wheels. If the residual stress distribution
is the important variable, the least difference between the two heat
treatments would be expected, and was obtained, for the highest
draw temperature of 1200 deg F. Presumably this arises from the
fact that the residual stresses had become so small that the differ-
ences in stress distribution did not have an appreciable effect on
drag test results. Although the wheels with the 1200 deg F draw
temperature showed good resistance to wheel fracture, this high draw
temperature is objectionable because of the low hardness.
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TABLE 5
EFFECT OF DRAW TEMPERATURE ON NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS
REQUIRED TO PRODUCE FRACTURE
36-in. Class C wheels having a plate thickness of 1 in. by 1 ' in., tested with standard test
conditions
Draw Heat Nominal Rim Number
Wheel Test Heat Temp, Treat- Thickness, of
Number Number deg F ment inches Drags Fracture
234 ICR5D 40307 600 R 2 37 Yes
245 ICR5D 40307 600 R 2 34 Yes
237 ICO5D 40307 600 E 2 11 Yes
240 ICR5D 40307 800 R 2 50 No
243 ICR5D 40307 800 R 2 50 No
239 ICO5D 40307 800 E 2 18 Yes
244 ICO5D 40307 800 E 2 31 Yes
178 ICR5D 40307 960 R 2 31 Yes
183 ICR5D 40307 960 R 2 25 Yes
197 ICO5D 40307 960 E 2 18 Yes
204 ICO5D 40307 960 E 2 17 Yes
316 ICR1D 921614 400 R 2% 24 Yes
329 ICR1D 921614 400 R 2½ 14 Yes
352 ICRID 921614 400 R 2Y2 19 Yes
298 ICO1D 921614 400 E 2% 6 Yes
358 ICO1D 921614 400 E 2Y 4 Yes
315 ICR1D 921614 700 R 2Y 48 Yes
351 ICR1D 921614 700 R 2% 23 Yes
364 ICR1D 921614 700 R 2Y 24 Yes
368 ICR1D 921614 700 R 2% 60 Yes
297 ICO1D 921614 700 E 2% 5 Yes
357 ICO1D 921614 700 E 2% 4 Yes
314 ICR1D 921614 800 R 2% 48 Yes
350 ICR1D 921614 800 R 2 19 Yes
365 ICR1D 921614 800 R 2% 75 No
369 ICR1D 921614 800 R 2% 63 Yes
295 ICOID 921614 800 E 2% 8 Yes
322 ICO1D 921614 800 E 2% 16 Yes
356 ICO1D 921614 800 E 2Y 14 Yes
333 ICR1D 921614 860 R 2% 24 Yes
335 ICR1D 921614 860 R 2% 50 No
337 ICR1D 921614 860 R 2½ 50 No
338 ICR1D 921614 860 R 2% 37 Yes
339 ICR1D 921614 860 R 2Y 50 No
340 ICR1D 921614 860 R 2'V 47 Yes
313 ICR1D 921614 900 R 2V 50 No
349 ICR1D 921614 900 R 2% 22 Yes
366 ICR1D 921614 900 R 2% 27 Yes
294 ICO1D 921614 900 E 2Y 12 Yes
321 ICO1D 921614 900 E 2% 13 Yes
355 ICO1D 921614 900 E 2% 35 Yes
300 ICR1D 921614 1 000 R 2% 38 Yes
348 ICR1D 921614 1 000 R 2% 28 Yes
367 ICR1D 921614 1 000 R 2Y 13 Yes
293 ICO1D 921614 1 000 E 2% 6 Yes
320 ICO1D 921614 1 000 E 2½ 12 Yes
354 ICO1D 921614 1 000 E 2Y 9 Yes
299 ICR1D 921614 1 200 R 2% 50 No
330 ICR1D 921614 1 200 R 2% 20 Yes
347 ICR1D 921614 1 200 R 2% 33 Yes
292 ICO1D 921614 1 200 E 2½ 23 Yes
319 ICO1D 921614 1 200 E 2% 47 Yes
353 ICO1D 921614 1 200 E 2% 12 Yes
317 ICU1D 921614 ..... U 2Y 8 Yes
318 ICU1D 921614 ..... U 2% 13 Yes
359 ICU1D 921614 ..... U 2% 4 Yes
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12. Effect of Draw Temperature on Drag Test Results
A number of wheels have been tested to determine the effect
of draw temperature on the number of drag tests required to produce
fracture in rim-quenched and oil-quenched wheels as produced by
one manufacturer. The drag test data for the wheels used in the draw
temperature investigation are presented in Table 5 and plotted in
Fig. 14. These wheels were all Class C wheels. The group of wheels
having 2-in. rim thicknesses were all from the same heat of steel;
the drag test data for these wheels are plotted in Fig. 14a. The wheels
having 2 1 2-in. rim thicknesses were from another heat of steel; the
drag test data for these wheels are plotted in Fig. 14b. The large
amount of scatter of the test data makes it difficult to draw definite
conclusions. Except, perhaps, for the lowest draw temperature the
trend of the data indicate that the draw temperature has little effect
on the number of drag tests required to produce fracture.
The effect of draw temperature upon the severity of fracture on
the rim-quenched and oil-quenched wheels appears to be an impor-
tant consideration. In Fig. 15 are shown fractures of wheels given
the two types of heat treatment and drawn at temperatures of 1200
deg F, 1000 deg F, 900 deg F, 800 deg F, 700 deg F, and 400 deg F.
The severity of fracture of the rim-quenched wheels decreases with
a decrease of draw temperature; the opposite is true for the oil-
quenched wheels.
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V. EFFECT OF CHANGES IN WHEEL DESIGN ON TEST RESULTS
13. Effect of Plate Thickness on Drag Test Results
Three different changes in wheel design have been investigated to
determine the effect of a given change on the resistance of the wheel
to fracture. The variables considered are plate thickness, plate lo-
cation, and rim thickness. Of these, only a decrease in plate thickness
has been found to increase appreciably the number of drag tests
required to produce wheel fracture. Since a thin plate wheel was
FIG. 16. CROSS-SECTIONS OF THICK, INTERMEDIATE, AND THIN PLATE WHEELS
found to offer great resistance to wheel fracture, static tests and
fatigue tests were conducted to determine whether the thin plate
would be strong enough to carry service loads.
The wheels which were used to determine the effect of plate
thickness on the number of drag tests required to produce fracture
were all made from the same heat of steel having Class C and Class
U chemistry. These wheels were rim-quenched, oil-quenched and un-
treated 36-in.-diam wheels having a 2-in. rim thickness, and un-
treated 33-in.-diam wheels having a 1' 2-in. rim thickness.
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TABLE 6
EFFECT OF PLATE THICKNESS ON NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS REQUIRED TO PRODUCE
FRACTURE IN RIM-QUENCHED, OIL-QUENCHED, AND UNTREATED WHEELS
36-in. Class C wheels from heat 40307, having a rim thickness of 2 in.
Nominal Plate Thickness* Brake Shoe Depth Saw
Wheel Test A, B, Pressure, Cut, Number of
Number inches inches lb percent Drags Fracture
Standard Drag Test, Rim-Quenched Wheels
178 ICR5D 1 1 V 3 000 50 31 Yes
183 ICR5D 1 1 4 3 000 50 25 Yes
199 ICR8D % / 3 000 50 50 No
200 ICR8D 34 Y 3 000 50 50 No
180 ICR7D Vs 3 000 50 50 No
184 ICR7D Y Y8 3 000 50 50 No
203 ICR7D Y Y, 3 000 50 50 No
205 ICR7D Y % 3 000 50 50 No
207 ICR7D Y %5/ 3 000 50 50 No
Severe Drag Test, Rim-Quenched Wheels
238 ICR5D 1 1 V 4 000 75 6 Yes
229 ICR8D Y4 4 000 75 14 Yes
241 ICR8D Y Y8 4 000 75 8 Yes
231 ICR7D Ys 4 000 75 30 Yes
242 ICR7D Y Y 4 000 75 19 Yes
Standard Drag Test, Oil-Quenched Wheels
197 ICO5D 1 1 V 3 000 50 18 Yes
204 ICO5D 1 1 Y 3 000 50 17 Yes
209 IC08D Y4 Y8 3 000 50 50 No
214 ICO8D Y4 7Y 3 000 50 50 No
198 ICO7D Y s 3 000 50 50 No
206 ICO7D Y2 58 3 000 50 50 No
Standard Drag Test, Untreated Wheels
208 ICU5D 1 1 Y 3 000 50 11 Yes
212 ICU5D 1 1 Y 3 000 50 17 Yes
211 ICU8D 4 7/ 3 000 50 50 No
213 ICU8D 4% , 3 000 50 22 Yes
210 ICU7D Y Y 3 000 50 50 No
215 ICU7D Y Ys 3 000 50 50 No
* See Fig. 3.
Three plate thicknesses were considered for the 36-in.-diam
wheels: the thick plate of 1 in. by 11% in., the intermediate plate
thickness of 34 in. by 7% in., and the thin plate of ½ in. by 58 in.
A photograph of these three wheel cross-sections is shown in Fig. 16.
For the 33-in.-diam wheels only two plate thicknesses were con-
sidered, a thick plate of 34 in. by 1 in. and a thin plate of Y in. by
V8 in. Most of the intermediate and thin plate wheels were contour-
machined from wheels that were originally thick plate wheels. Two
thin plate wheels which were rolled to the required plate thickness
gave the same results as the wheels which were contour-machined.
The drag test data for the 36-in.-diam wheels are presented in
Table 6 and plotted in Fig. 17. The standard drag test procedure
was sufficiently severe to produce fracture in the thick plate wheels,
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but only one intermediate plate and none of the thin plate wheels
could be made to fracture when subjected to the standard drag test.
Thus the test data obtained under the standard drag test procedure
indicated that a decrease in plate thickness resulted in a much
superior wheel for resisting wheel fracture, but the test results gave
no relative magnitudes for comparing the merits of the three plate
thicknesses. In order to have a comparison between the wheels of
various plate thicknesses, a series of rim-quenched wheels were tested
£0
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K 20
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0
P/ate Thickness I'n /nches
I n Arrow ,'ad/ca,,esI U Hwheel d/id not
Ritr 0// U'nfreated fracture.
Quenched Quenched
FIG. 17. EFFECT OF PLATE THICKNESS ON NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS
REQUIRED TO PRODUCE FRACTURE
Rim-quenched, oil-quenched, and untreated Class C 36-in.-diam wheels
under a more severe drag test which was obtained by increasing the
shoe pressure from 3000 lb to 4000 lb and increasing the simulated
thermal crack depth from 50 percent to 75 percent of the rim thick-
ness. The drag test results obtained under the severe drag test are
also shown in Fig. 17. It will be noted that the intermediate plate
wheels required approximately twice the number of drags that were
required to produce fracture in the thick plate wheels.
The superiority of the thin plate wheel over the thick plate wheel
for resisting wheel fractures was also shown conclusively for the
33-in.-diam untreated wheels when tested by the standard drag test.
(See Table 7.) An average of 9 drag tests was required to produce
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wheel fracture in thick plate wheels; however, fracture was not pro-
duced in any of the thin plate wheels. One thick plate wheel and 3
thin plate wheels were subjected to standard drag tests, except that
the tests were run at a constant speed of 35 mph. The thick plate
wheel fractured after 10 drag tests, whereas all three of the thin
plate wheels withstood 30 drag tests without failure.
Of all the variables considered the plate thickness was found to
have the greatest effect on the resistance of 33-in. and 36-in.-diam
wheels to wheel fracture. A reduction in plate thickness of the thick
TABLE 7
EFFECT OF PLATE THICKNESS ON NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS REQUIRED
TO PRODUCE FRACTURE IN 33-IN. UNTREATED WHEELS
Class U wheels from heat 40307, having a rim thickness of 1 2 in.
Nominal Plate Thickness*
Wheel Test A, B, Speed, Number of
No. inches inches mph Drag Tests Fracture
Standard Test Conditions
155 ICU3D 4 1 45 5 Yes
157 ICU3D % 1 45 9 Yes
159 ICU3D % 1 45 8 Yes
161 ICU3D 4 1 45 13 Yes
156 ICU4D Y % 45 30 No
158 ICU4D %s 45 30 . No
160 ICU4D Y % 45 50 No
162 ICU4D Y % 45 30 No
Standard Test Conditions, Except Speed
174 ICU3D 3 1 35 10 Yes
173 ICU4D Y 2 35 30 No
175 ICU4D %8 35 30 No
176 ICU4D Y % 35 30 No
* See Fig. 3.
plate (basic) 1 wheel by only 14 in. was found to increase greatly the
number of drag tests required to produce wheel fracture. The wheels
with the reduced plate thickness were the only ones that required an
increase in the severity of the drag test conditions in order to produce
wheel fracture.
14. Static and Fatigue Tests on Full-Size Thick and
Thin Plate Wheels
Since the thin plate wheels were found to be far superior to the
thick plate wheels in their resistance to wheel fracture, additional
tests were made to ascertain whether the thin plate would safely
withstand loads which may be expected under railroad service con-
ditions 2. The loads chosen to simulate service conditions were a
1 See p. 16, Section 4, of the present Bulletin.
See AREA Proceedings, Vol. 49, 1948, pp. 735-746.
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20,000-lb vertical rail load and an 8000-lb flange thrust load. The
effect of a 20,000-lb flange thrust load was also considered.
Two thin and two thick plates of 36-in.-diam Class C rim-
quenched wheels having 2-in. rims were used for the static load
tests. Each pair of wheels was pressed on standard axles under
standard shop practice. Each wheel and axle assembly was then
subjected to static loads, using the equipment described in Bulletin
312 of the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of
Illinois.
Inside Face Outside Face
FIG. 18. LOCATION OF GAGE LINES ON WHEELS USED IN STATIC TESTS
Before placing the wheels in the testing machine, l 4 -in. SR-4
electrical strain gages were cemented to the inside and outside faces
of the plate of each wheel as shown in Fig. 18. At the minimum
thickness of the plate near the rim and at the base of the fillet near
the hub, strain gage rosettes were used to determine principal
strains. After the strain gages were applied, the wheels and axle
assembly was placed in the 3,000,000-lb capacity testing machine.
Figure 19 shows the equipment for applying either a vertical load
alone or a vertical load with a flange thrust load.
Three types of loads were applied: (1) a 20,000-lb vertical load,
(2) a 20,000-lb vertical load with an 8000-lb flange thrust load, and
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(3) a 20,000-lb vertical load with a 20,000-lb flange thrust load. The
stress data obtained under these loads for the thin and thick plate
wheels are shown in Table 8. For the thin plate wheels, stresses
were determined on a radial gage line below the load point and on a
radial gage line 180 deg from the load point; however, only the gage
FIG. 19. WHEELS AND AXLE ASSEMBLY IN 3,000,000-LB CAPACITY TESTING MACHINE
line below the load point was considered for the thick plate wheels.
The first two loading conditions are assumed to be comparable to
service loads. For the 20,000-lb vertical load acting alone or for the
20,000-lb vertical load with the 8000-lb flange thrust load, the max-
imum stress for either the thin plate or the thick plate wheel was
only 8000 p.s.i. This figure seems moderate when one considers
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that for the rim-quenched wheel which has a low endurance limit
for the plate material, the endurance limit for completely reversed
stress on a notched specimen of this material is 25,000 p.s.i. (see
Table 1).
Since the stresses for the assumed service loads are rather small,
stresses were determined for a 20,000-lb vertical load with a 20,000-lb
flange thrust load. The maximum range of stress found in the thin
plate wheels by this loading was from 14,000 p.s.i. tension to 24,000
p.s.i. compression. From the full series of tests conducted, it was
FIG. 20. WHEELS AND AXLE ASSEMBLY IN FATIGUE MACHINE
concluded that the stress produced in the plate of a wheel is more
strongly affected by the flange thrust load than by the vertical load.
To obtain added information in regard to the advisability of
recommending the thin plate wheels for railway service, a fatigue
testing machine was built which would subject the plate of the
wheels to stresses as great as, or greater than, would be expected
under service conditions. A photograph of the fatigue machine is
shown in Fig. 20. Since the static load test results indicated that the
flange thrust load was the critical load, the fatigue machine was
built to apply only a thrust load. A 20,000-lb thrust load was applied
to the outer face of the rim of each wheel by rollers mounted in two
levers. The load was applied through the levers by means of a cali-
brated spring. Under this load the wheel and axle assembly was
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rotated by a 7.5-hp electric motor through a gear reducer at a speed
of approximately 52 rpm.
After the wheel and axle assembly was placed in the testing
machine the stresses in the wheels were determined under the
20,000-lb thrust load imposed by the fatigue machine. The maximum
stresses measured were found to be on the inner face of the plate
near the hub. This does not mean that all progressive failures in
service necessarily occur at this point. The maximum stress cycle
ranged from 12,000 p.s.i. tension to 26,000 p.s.i. compression in the
thin plate wheels, as shown in Table 8. The range of stress at the
same location for the assumed service loads was from 5000 p.s.i.
tension to 4000 p.s.i. compression for the 20,000-lb vertical load, and
6000 p.s.i. compression to 2000 p.s.i. tension for the 20,000-lb verti-
cal load with an 8000-lb thrust load. Thus, on the inner face
of the plate near the hub the range of stress developed by thrust
load in the fatigue machine was four times that produced by the
assumed service loads of a 20,000-lb vertical load and an 8000-lb
flange load. The thin plate wheels were subjected to 17,000,000
cycles of stress (30,000 miles) without producing fracture, and the
thick plate wheels were subjected to 18,000,000 cycles of stress
(32,000 miles) without producing fracture.
15. Effect of Plate Location on Drag Test Results
A photoelastic investigation of models having a cross-section
similar in shape to that of the cross-section of a car wheel has been
made at the University of Illinois to study the effect of plate location
on the stress pattern set up in the plate1. As a result of this investi-
gation, a group of wheels having three plate locations was drag
tested, to determine the effect of plate location on the number of
drags required to produce fracture. The standard plate location is
usually central with respect to the width of the rim and hub. The
other two plate locations were Y2 in. toward the inner face of the
wheel and Y in. toward the outer face of the wheel. The three de-
signs are illustrated in Fig. 21.
The wheels used for the plate location investigation were rim-
quenched Class C wheels made from one heat of steel. The wheels
were rolled in accordance with standard mill practice, with slight
deviations in forging dies which were necessary in order to produce
the wheels with the required plate locations. The wheels were all
contour-machined.
' See Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bul. 812, pp. 52-62.
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The effect of the three plate locations was studied for wheels
with two different plate thicknesses: a thick plate with a thickness
of 1 in. by 114 in., and an intermediate plate witht a thickness of
3/ in. by 1 in. The test results for the thick plate wheels are given
in the upper part of Table 9; those for the intermediate plate thick-
ness, in the lower part of Table 9. The thick plate wheels were
tested under the standard drag test procedure. The results indicate
FIG. 21. CROSS-SECTIONS OF WHEELS WITH THREE PLATE LOCATIONS
Intermediate plate thickness
little effect of plate location on the resistance of the wheel to plate
fracture. Since fracture could not be produced in the first two inter-
mediate plate thickness wheels tested by the standard drag procedure,
the remaining wheels were given the severe drag test (see Section 8).
For the changes of plate location which were investigated the re-
sults indicate no effect of the plate location on the ability of the
wheel to resist wheel fracture.
Attention is called to the wheel with test number 282, which
required 46 drag tests to produce fracture - five times the number
of drag tests required to produce fracture in the other three wheels of
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that group. It is believed that the reason for the large number of
drags is the reduced plate thickness of the wheel, which was caused
by an error in machining. The plate thickness of this wheel near the
rim was 0.1 in. less, and the thickness of the plate near the hub was
0.2 in. less, than the corresponding thickness of the other wheels.
The test result for this wheel again illustrates the decided influence
of plate thickness on resistance to wheel fracture.
TABLE 9
EFFECT OF PLATE LOCATION ON NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS REQUIRED
TO PRODUCE FRACTURE IN RIM-QUENCHED WHEELS
36-in. Class C wheels from heat 59R316, having a rim thickness of 212 in., tested with intermittent
brake application
Nominal Plate Thickness* Brake Shoe Depth
Wheel Test A, B, Pressure, Saw Cut, Number of
Number inches inches lb percent Drags Fracture
Plate Location Central
249 BCR1D 1 1 Y 3 000 50 15 Yes
252 BCR1D 1 1 V 3 000 50 18 Yes
Av 16.5
Plate Location Y in. Toward Inner Face
250 BCR1D 1 1%4 3 000 50 14 Yes
253 BCR1D 1 1% 3 000 50 30 Yes
Av 22
Plate Location Y in. Toward Outer Face
251 BCR1D 1 1 V 3 000 50 25 Yes
254 BCR1D 1 114 3 000 50 15 Yes
Av 20
Plate Location Central
278 BCR9D 3 1 3 000 50 50t No
280 BCR9D %4 1 4 000 75 10 Yes
283 BCR9D Y% 1 4 000 75 2 Yes
286 BCR9D % 1 4 000 75 9 Yes
289 BCR9D V 1 4 000 75 11 Yes
Av 8
Plate Location Y in. Toward Inner Face
279 BCR9D %4 1 3 000 50 50t No
281 BCR9D %4 1 4 000 75 6 Yes
284 BCR9D Y4 1 4 000 75 12 Yes
287 BCR9D 4 1 4 000 75 6 Yes
290 BCR9D 34 1 4 000 75 7 Yes
Av 8
Plate Location Y in. Toward Outer Face
282 BCR9D .72 .88 4 000 75 46t Yes
285 BCR9D 34 1 4 000 75 9 Yes
288 BCR9D %4 1 4 000 75 6 Yes
291 BCR9D %4 1 4 000 75 11 Yes
* See Fig. 3. Av 9
t Not used in determining average.
16. Effect of Rim Thickness on Drag Test Results
Two rim thicknesses were considered in the investigation of
36-in.-diam wheels - the basic rim thickness of 22 in. and a thin
rim of 2 in. The results of the tests are given in Table 10. These
wheels were drag-tested by means of the standard drag test procedure.
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TABLE 10
EFFECT OF WHEEL RIM THICKNESS ON NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS REQUIRED TO
PRODUCE FRACTURE IN RIM-QUENCHED AND OIL-QUENCHED WHEELS
36-in. Class C wheels having a plate thickness of 1 in. by 1 4 in., tested with standard test
conditions
Nominal Rim Number of
Heat Heat Thickness, Drags for
Wheel Test Number Number Treatment inches Fracture
177 ICR1D 40307 R 2'Y 31
181 ICR1D 40307 R 2% 25
178 ICR5D 40307 R 2 31
183 ICR5D 40307 R 2 25
293 ICO1D 921614 E 22 6
320 ICO1D 921614 E 2% 12
354 ICOID 921614 E 2% 9
197 IC05D 40307 E 2 18
204 IC05D 40307 E 2 17
The relative depth of the simulated thermal crack was kept constant
at 50 percent of the rim thickness for both the 2' 2-in. and the 2-in.
rim thicknesses, so that the depth of notch did not remain the same.
The rim-quenched wheels listed in the upper half of Table 10 were
all from the same heat of steel. The oil-quenched wheels listed in
the lower half of Table 10 were from two different heats of steel.
The foregoing data on the effect of rim thickness on the number
of drag tests required to produce fracture are not conclusive, because
the range of rim thickness investigation was not broad enough.
17. Effect of Changes in Wheel Design on Stop Test Results
The data that are available to determine the effect of changes
in wheel design on the stop test results are presented in Table 11.
The variables considered are heat treatment, wheel diameter, plate
thickness, and rim thickness. The data are not sufficient to permit
the drawing of definite conclusions.
TABLE 11
EFFECT OF CHANGES IN WHEEL DESIGN ON NUMBER OF STOP TESTS
REQUIRED TO PRODUCE THERMAL CRACKS
Class C and Class U wheels from heat 40307 tested with standard stop test conditions
Nominal Plate Nominal Number
Heat Thickness* Rim Number of
Wheel Test Treat- Diameter, A, B, Thickness, of Thermal
Number ment inches inches inches inches Stops Cracks
189 ICR1S R 36 1 1% 2%Y 7 1
190 ICR6S R 36 ½ % 2% 7 1
191 ICR5S R 36 1 1 V 2 35 1
192 ICR78 R 36 Y % 2 50 0
165 ICU3S U 33 % 1 1 30 0
167 ICU3S U 33 % 1 1% 30 0
166 ICU4S U 33 Y % 1% 30 0
168 ICU4S U 33 H Ys 1A 30 0
* See Fig. 3.
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VI. EFFECT OF CARBON CONTENT ON TEST RESULTS
18. The Effect of Carbon Content on Drag Test Results
The drag test results of Class B and Class C rim-quenched and
oil-quenched wheels are given in Table 12. These wheels were all
tested under standard drag test procedure. The Class B wheels had
a carbon content of 0.61 percent; the Class C wheels had a carbon
content of from 0.71 percent to 0.73 percent. The rim-quenched
Class B wheels withstood on an average 34 drag tests before wheel
fracture, and the rim-quenched Class C wheels required an average
of 23 drag tests to produce fracture. For the oil-quenched wheels
the Class B wheels required an average of 11 drag tests, and the
Class C wheels required an average of 9 drag tests, to produce wheel
fracture. When it is considered that the Class B wheels had a plate
thickness slightly greater than the Class C wheels, the Class B wheels
appear to be the more resistant to wheel fracture. Thus the test
results indicate that an increase in carbon content results in a
slight decrease in the resistance of a wheel to wheel fracture.
TABLE 12
EFFECT OF CARBON ON NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS REQUIRED TO PRODUCE
FRACTURE IN RIM-QUENCHED AND OIL-QUENCHED WHEELS
36-in.-diam wheels having a rim thickness of 2Y in., tested with standard test conditions
Wheel Test
Number
130 IBR1D
133 IBR1D
134 IBR1D
140 IBR1D
141 IBR1D
151 IBR1D
Heat
Number
34519
34519
34519
34519
34519
34519
177 ICR1D 40307
181 ICR1D 40307
249 BCR1D 59R316
250 BCR1D 59R316
251 BCR1D 59R316
252 BCR1D 59R316
253 BCR1D 59R316
254 BCR1D 59R316
300 ICR1D 921614
348 ICRID 921614
367 ICR1D 921614
114 IBO1D
120 IBO1D
135 IBOID
137 IBOID
139 IBO1D
149 IBO1D
150 IBOlt1
293 ICO1D
320 ICO1D
354 ICO1D
* See Fig. 3.
34519
34519
34519
34519
34519
34519
34519
Carbon,
percent
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.73
0.73
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.61
Heat
Treatment
R
RE
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
E
E
E
E
EI
E
E
921614 0.72 E
921614 0.72 E
921614 0.72 E
Plate Thickness*
A, B,
inches inches
1.20 1.41
1.23 1.45
1.11 1.41
1.11 1.44
1.12 1.36
1.17 1.41
Av 1.16 1.41
1.05 1.25
1.00 1.40
1.22 1.50
1.20 1.50
1.11 1.31
1.20 1.50
1.17 1.50
1.17 1.50
0.94 1.31
1.00 1.38
1.00 1.50
Av 1.10 1.42
1.19 1.69
1.22 1.42
1.11 1.31
1.11 1.36
1.14 1.41
1.13 1.44
1.19 1.45
Av 1.16 1.44
1.00 1.38
1.00 1.38
0.94 1.50
Av 0.98 1.42
Number of
Drags for
Fracture
30
23
22
39
40
50
34
31
25
15
14
25
18
30
15
38
28
13
23
9
8
9
8
15
17
8-5-
11
6
12
9
9
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19. The Effect of Carbon Content on Stop Test Results
The stop test data showing the effect of carbon are listed in
Table 13 in the order of increasing carbon content. These wheels
were all 36-in.-diam thick plate wheels with a rim thickness of 21/ in.
The test data indicate that an increase in carbon content in-
creases the susceptibility of the wheel to thermal cracking. Of the
six Class A wheels, four ran 50 stops without producing a thermal
crack and the other two ran an average of 33 stops before producing
a thermal crack. Of the 11 Class B wheels, four thermal-cracked,
and in three of these only one stop each was required to produce a
thermal crack. For the 11 Class C wheels tested, thermal cracks
were produced in every wheel, with an average of less than three
stops required to produce the thermal cracks.
The data include wheels subjected to various heat treatments
within the classes A, B, and C, but the results do not indicate any
appreciable influence of this variable on the resistance of wheels
to thermal cracking.
TABLE 13
EFFECT OF CARBON ON NUMBER OF STOP TESTS REQUIRED
TO PRODUCE A THERMAL CRACK
36-in.-diam basic design wheels tested with standard stop test conditions
Heat Number Number of
Wheel Test Heat Treat- Carbon, of Thermal
Number Number ment percent Stops Cracks
21 SAW1S E6270 W 0.48 50 0
22 SAWlS E6270 W 0.48 50 0
33 BAR1S 46L223 R 0.52 50 0
34 BAR1S 46L223 R 0.52 30 1
3 IA01S 31077 E 0.52 50 0
4 IAO1S 31077 E 0.52 36 1
9 BO1S 37021 E 0.61 1 1
10IB01S 37021 E 0.61 1 1
39 BBR1S 46L256 R 0.61 50 0
40 BBR1S 46L256 R 0.61 50 0
142 IB01S 34519 E 0.61 25 1
143 IBO1S 34519 E 0.61 50 0
144 IBO1S 34519 E 0.61 50 0
145 IBOIS 34519 E 0.61 50 0
146 IBO1S 34519 E 0.61 1 1
147 IB01S 34519 E 0.61 50 0
148 IBO1S 34519 E 0.61 50 0
45 BCR1S 47L193 R 0.70 1 1
46 BCR1S 47L193 R 0.70 1 1
15 ICO1S 87120 E 0.72 1 1
16 ICO1S 87120 E 0.72 8 1
64 ICO1S 46568 E 0.73 1 2
69 ICR1S 46568 R 0.73 1 1
74 IC01S 46568 E 0.73 1 4
79 ICR1S 46568 R 0.73 5 1
84 ICU1S 46568 U 0.73 1 1
85 ICU1S 46568 U 0.73 4 1
189 ICR1S 40307 R 0.73 7 1
89IF01S 43607 E 0.73 6 1
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VII. COMPARISON OF WHEELS MANUFACTURED BY THE ROLLING
AND THE DROP-FORGING PROCESSES
20. Preliminary Statement
To investigate the possibility of manufacturing wheels by a drop-
forging process a number of 33-in.-diam wheels were made with
plate thicknesses of Y in. by 8% in. From the same heat of steel
another group of 33-in. wheels were rolled in the conventional manner.
The two types of wheels were investigated in a number of ways:
(1) by investigating the mechanical properties of the material, (2)
by making a metallographic study of the structure of the material,
(3) by subjecting wheels to drag tests, and (4) by subjecting wheels
to stop tests.
The mechanical property data, which are presented in Table la,
do not indicate any marked difference in the wheel material for the
two types of manufacture. The photomicrographs shown in Fig. 7 do
not denote any significant difference in microstructure.
21. Drag Test Results of Rolled and Drop-Forged Wheels
Standard drag tests were run on four wheels of each type of
manufacture; the results are shown in Table 14. A total of 50 drag
tests was run on each of the four rolled wheels without producing
wheel fracture. Wheel fractures were produced in all of the drop-
forged wheels after an average of 26 drags. These data indicate that
the rolled steel wheels were more resistant to wheel fracture than the
drop-forged wheels.
TABLE 14
DRAG TEST RESULTS ON DROP-FORGED AND ROLLED 33-IN.-DIAM WHEELS
From Heat 831021
Rim Thickness,
Wheel Test Number inches Number of Drags Fracture
Rolled Wheels
274 ICU4D 1.50 50 No
275 ICU4D 1.50 50 No
276 ICU4D 1.50 50 No277 ICU4D 1.50 50 No
Drop-Forged Wheels
257 LCU4D 1.37 23 Yes
259 LCU4D 1.31 20 Yes
260 LCU4D 1.31 35 Yes
261 LCU4D 1.34 24 Yes
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22. Stop Test Results of Rolled and Drop-Forged Wheels
Stop tests were run on four wheels of each type of manufacture.
The results are shown in Table 15. All the rolled wheels thermal-
cracked; the number of stop tests required to produce a thermal
crack in each of the four wheels was 4, 5, 31, and 50 respectively.
Two of the four drop-forged wheels thermal-cracked; one ran 8
stop tests before thermal cracking, one ran 28 stop tests before
thermal cracking, and the remaining two were removed from the
testing machine after receiving 50 stop tests without thermal crack-
ing. These data indicate that the drop-forged wheels were slightly
more resistant to thermal cracking.
23. General Summary of Drop-Forged and Rolled Wheels
The economics to be considered, such as cost, ease of manufac-
ture, etc., are not within the scope of this bulletin. Since the drop-
forged wheels were not demonstrated by the tests to be superior to
the wheels made by the conventional method, additional testing of
drop-forged wheels was not undertaken.
TABLE 15
STOP TEST RESULTS ON DROP-FORGED AND ROLLED 33-IN.-DIAM WHEELS
From Heat 831021
Number of
Wheel Test Initial Speed, Rim Thickness, Number of Thermal
Number mph inches* Stops Cracks
Rolled Wheels
269 ICU4S 107 1.38 4 1
270 ICU4S 107 1.38 5 1
272 ICU4S 107 1.25 31 1
273 ICU4S 107 1.25 50 1
Drop-Forged Wheels
262 LCU4S 107 1.19 50 0
263 LCU4S 107 1.25 8 1
264 LCU4S 107 1.25 28 2
265 LCU48 107 1.13 50 0
*Dimensions taken after tests.
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VIII. EFFECT OF DRAG TESTING ON RESIDUAL
STRESS DISTRIBUTION
24. Residual Stress Distribution in the Wheels as Manufactured
Residual stresses are defined as "locked up" stresses which are
present in a wheel free of external load. These stresses may be
present in an unused wheel and may be changed by service con-
ditions. The "locked up" stresses, which are present in a wheel at
any time during its life, will be referred to as residual stresses.
Initial residual stresses are not necessarily detrimental to a wheel,
but may be helpful if of proper sign. During the investigation residual
stress determinations and strain measurements during testing have
been made on wheels of each type. The resulting volume of data is
too great to be included in the bulletin in its entirety; therefore
representative data are presented. Only the data from the wheels
used for the draw temperature investigation are presented, since
draw temperature and type of heat treatment had greater influence
on the residual stresses than any of the other variables considered
during the investigation.
The residual stress data for the rim-quenched and oil-quenched
wheels used in the draw temperature investigation are presented in
Table 16. As would be expected, the magnitude of the residual
stresses increased with a decrease in draw temperature. The residual
stresses for the outer and inner faces of the rim and the tread were
found to be compression for both the oil-quenched and the rim-
quenched wheels; however, these surface stresses are not fully repre-
sentative of the average or subsurface stresses. The oil-quenched
wheels were found to have tensile residual stresses in the center of
the rim; for instance, the wheel having the 800 deg F draw tempera-
ture had stresses of 10,000 p.s.i. tension and 41,000 p.s.i. tension at
Y2 in. and 1 in. respectively below the surface of the tread. The
residual stresses at Y in. and 1 in. below the surface of the tread
were 38,000 p.s.i. compression and 13,000 p.s.i. compression respec-
tively for the rim-quenched wheel having 800 deg F draw tempera-
ture. The subsurface stresses presented were obtained by the method
described in Section 10.
25. Change in Residual Stress Distribution Due to Drag Testing
In order that the residual stress distribution may be changed as
a result of drag testing, plastic deformation must be produced by
the drag testing. The mechanism of this plastic deformation will be
considered first.
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As the wheel is subjected to a prolonged brake application in the
drag test, the rim of the wheel is heated to a temperature in the
neighborhood of 1000 deg F. During the same time the temperature
of the hub increases less than 100 deg F. The rim tends to expand
upon being heated, but the hub and plate, which are much cooler,
I
.R
N
*1^
I~
Number of Dra, Tests
FIG. 22. EFFECT OF DRAG TESTING ON CHANGE IN STRAIN
IN RIM-QUENCHED WHEEL
800-deg draw temperature; wheel test number 350
partly restrain the expansion. Thus the temperature gradient be-
tween the rim and the hub produces compressive stresses of appreci-
able magnitude in the tangential direction in the rim. Because of
the reduction in yield strength at the high temperature, the material
is not able to carry elastically the high compressive stresses; there-
fore plastic deformation occurs. Upon cooling to room temperature
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the region of the rim, which has been plastically deformed (upset)
in compression, tends to contract; but since it is restrained by the
plate and hub, an increment of tangential tensile stress is developed
which modifies the previous stress pattern.
Not all of the plastic deformation occurs on the first drag test;
it may accumulate with each succeeding drag test as indicated in
Figs. 22 and 23. The curves represented by solid lines illustrate the
+0.00/
1.
t^ -0.00/
C'
Number of Drag Tests
FIG. 23. EFFECT OF DRAG TESTING ON CHANGE IN STRAIN
IN OIL-QUENCHED WHEEL
800-deg draw temperature; wheel test number 322
effect of the number of drags on the change in strain due to drag
testing. Except for the curves for the radial strain at location P3
(see Fig. 12) on the outer and inner faces of the rim-quenched wheel,
the curves all exhibit a sharp rise for the first few drag tests and then
a leveling off. The peculiar trend of the two curves is explained in
Appendix A. As the circumference of the rim becomes shorter due to
drag testing the angle of the plate from the vertical increases and
the rim moves axially with respect to the hub, as represented by
the dotted curves shown in Figs. 22 and 23.
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The large amount of plastic deformation which is produced in
wheels by drag testing causes a change in the residual stress pattern.
In Table 17 are presented the residual stress data for the rim-
quenched and the oil-quenched wheels which were used in the draw
temperature investigation. The data are based on the last strain
reading before fracture. The data for the oil-quenched wheels drawn
at 700 deg F and 400 deg F were not presented, since the last strain
reading was taken after the second drag test, and the wheels frac-
tured after the fourth drag test. At this low number of drags the
rate of plastic deformation occurring per drag test is still rather
high (see Figs. 22 and 23).
The residual strains in the tangential direction on the outer and
inner faces of the rim do not indicate high tensile stresses in the
tangential direction in the rim. This point is cleared up if one con-
siders the actual residual stress before and after testing as given in
Fig. 24. These stress distributions are for rim-quenched wheels hav-
ing 800 deg F draw temperature. The residual stress distribution
given in Fig. 24a was obtained from a wheel that was not drag-
tested, and the residual stresses indicate that most of the rim cross-
section is in compression. The residual stress distribution given in
Fig. 24b was obtained from a wheel that had been subjected to 75
drags without producing fracture. After completion of the 75 drag
tests the wheel was removed from the machine and holes were
drilled in the wheel to make residual stress determinations at the
different depths. The gage holes were distributed around the wheel
at eight stations so that no cross-section was reduced appreciably.
The residual stresses indicate that the greater portion of the rim
cross-section is in tension after drag testing. Thus drag testing has
changed the stress distribution across the rim cross-section from one
that is predominantly compression to one that is predominantly
tension.
It will be noted that the residual stress distributions in the
plates of the rim-quenched and oil-quenched wheels at fracture are
nearly identical. Furthermore, these stress distributions are oppo-
site to the initial residual stress distribution of the rim-quenched
wheels and similar to those of the oil-quenched wheels.
The data presented indicated that drag testing of a wheel will
change the residual stress pattern in a wheel and that the residual
stresses produced can be great enough to cause wheel fracture if a
notch such as a thermal crack or a saw cut is present.
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The residual stresses in a wheel as received from a manufacturer
may be beneficial if of proper sign. Any heat treatment process that
results in residual compression in the rim such as was found for the
rim-quenching process will increase the resistance to wheel fracture,
and residual tension stresses in the rim will lower the resistance
to wheel fracture.
(a)-Residual Stress Distribution
S~-" r B5efore Testing
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(b)-Res/da/l Stress Distr/bution
After 75 Drcrg-Tests
FIG. 24. EFFECT OF DRAG TESTING ON RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION
IN RIM OF RIM-QUENCHED WHEELS
800-deg draw temperature
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
26. Summary
Though only a few designs and types of heat treatment of wheels
have been covered in these investigations, in general the results are
in close accord with service experience. The test results presented
in this bulletin appear to justify the following conclusions and should
serve as a guide in the future development of wrought steel railway
car wheels.
27. Conclusions Drawn from Drag Test Results
(1) For the same design, carbon content, and draw temperature,
the rim-quenched wheels in which residual compressive stresses pre-
dominate in the rim were found to be more resistant to wheel fracture
than the oil-quenched wheels in which residual tensile stresses pre-
dominate in the rim. Furthermore, the fracture was usually less
severe for the rim-quenched wheels than for the oil-quenched wheels.
(2) The draw temperature was found to have some effect on the
resistance of wheels to wheel fracture. Except, perhaps, for the
lowest draw temperature, which gave low resistance to wheel frac-
ture, the trend of the data indicated that the draw temperature has
little effect on the resistance of wheels to wheel fracture. The great-
est effect of draw temperature was on the severity of fracture. With
a decrease of draw temperature, the severity of fracture was found
to increase for the oil-quenched wheels and to decrease for the rim-
quenched wheels.
(3) A decrease of carbon content from 0.72 percent carbon to
0.61 percent carbon slightly increased the resistance to wheel fracture.
(4) In the range of rim thickness considered (2 in. and 22 in.)
the rim thickness did not have any appreciable effect on the resist-
ance to wheel fracture.
(5) The shifting of the plate from the normal central position
toward either the inner or the outer face of the wheel was found to
have little effect on the resistance of the wheel to wheel fracture.
(6) Of all the variables investigated, plate thickness proved to
have the greatest influence on resistance to wheel fracture. Even a
decrease in plate thickness of 14 in. was found to increase the resist-
ance of a wheel to wheel fracture more than the maximum beneficial
change of any other variable. Static load test and fatigue test results
on the 36-in.-diam wheel with a Y2-in. by 5Y-in. plate thickness
indicate that the thin plate wheel may safely carry service loads.
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28. Conclusions Drawn from Stop Test Results
The resistance of wheels to thermal cracking increases with a
decrease in carbon content.
29. Conclusion Drawn from Drag Testing and Stop Testing
of Wheels Manufactured by the Drop-Forging
and Rolling Processes
The wheels manufactured by the rolling process were found to
have slightly more resistance to wheel fracture and slightly less
resistance to thermal cracking than those manufactured by the drop-
forging process. Mechanical property tests and a metallurgical study
did not indicate any significant difference between the wheels manu-
factured by the two processes.
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APPENDIX A
QUALITATIVE STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE WHEELS INVESTIGATED
30. Preliminary Statement
A qualitative stress analysis based on the concept of relaxation
of stress which occurs at high temperature when a member is sub-
jected to constant strain is presented in this Appendix. The analysis
seems to explain the variables that have been investigated, and it
is thought that the theory presented will be helpful in determining
how stresses are built up in a car wheel. Stop testing produces
tensile stresses in the tread of the wheel which reach a sufficient
magnitude to produce thermal cracks (see Fig. 1), and drag testing
produces tensile stresses at the bottom of the saw cut of such magni-
tude as to produce wheel fracture (see Fig. 2). In each case the change
in stress which occurs during testing is the result of plastic defor-
mation. Before a satisfactory analysis of the strain data can be made
or before a stress analysis can be made of either the wheel fracture
problem or the thermal crack problem, the method by which the
plastic deformation is produced in wheels by the drag test and the
stop test must be determined and analyzed.
During the drag test the rim of the wheel is heated while the
hub and plate remain relatively cool. The rim has a tendency to
expand on heating, but the hub and plate, being much cooler, re-
strain the rim from expanding the full amount. This results in
compressive stresses of appreciable magnitude being developed in the
hot rim. At the high temperatures produced in the rim by the drag
test, the material is not able to elastically carry these high com-
pressive stresses, so that the rim upsets because of creep and relax-
ation'. On cooling, tensile stresses are produced in the rim because
its contraction is restrained.
In principle, the phenomenon by which the tensile stresses are
developed in the tread of the wheel by the stop test is the same as
that by which the tensile stresses are developed in the rim of the
wheel by the drag test. The extreme rate at which energy is applied
to the tread of the wheel by the stop test heats the surface of the
tread to an austenitizing temperature, and the short duration of
the test does not allow a deep penetration of the heated zone. The
steep temperature gradient produces large compressive stresses in
' Creep is defined as deformation continuing with time for a material subjected to a con-
stant stress, and relaxation is defined as decrease of stress (as the result of inelastic deformation)
continuing with time for a material subjected to a constant strain. Appreciable relaxation does
not occur for steel except at elevated temperature.
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the surface of the tread which are relieved by plastic deformation.
As the tread cools after the stop test, tensile stresses are developed.
In the rim and tread of the wheel, where most of the inelastic
deformation due to creep and relaxation at high temperature occurs,
neither constant stress nor constant strain prevails; however, the
inelastic deformation is predominantly a relaxation phenomenon (and
£2
£2
-is0)
/ /1///-
()-Effect of Temperaure on Re/laxa/'on C'rves
(b)-Effect of Stress on Re/axai/on Cirves
FIG. 25. TYPICAL RELAXATION CURVES FOR A STEEL
The specimens are subjected to constant strain
will be referred to as such hereinafter). Typical relaxation curves
for steel are shown in Fig. 25. At present very little relaxation data
is available. Some data have been reported by W. E. Trumpler, Jr.1
The curves in Fig. 25a show the effect of temperature on the
relaxation curve. The three curves shown are relaxation curves for
1 See "Relaxation of Metals at High Temperatures," Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 12,
March 1941, pp. 248-253.
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specimens made from the same material, subjected to the same
initial stress, but having different test temperature, T 1, T 2 , and Ts,
in which Ti > T2 > T 3. Each of the temperatures is high enough to
produce creep or relaxation. At the beginning of the test each speci-
men is given the same initial elongation, which gives the same
initial stress-represented by OA in Fig. 25a. If the strain is held
constant, the stress in each specimen is relaxed with time, the total
change of which depends on the temperature. At the end of a time
interval given by ti the stress in the specimen with the highest
temperature, T 1, has decreased from OA to BC; the stress in the
specimen with the second highest temperature, T 2, has decreased
from OA to BD; and the stress in the specimen with the lowest
temperature, T 3, has decreased from OA to BE.
The relaxation curve is also affected by the initial stress imposed
on the specimens, as indicated by the three curves shown in Fig. 25b.
Each of the three specimens is tested at the same test temperature,
but is subjected to a different initial elongation to give different
initial stresses. The extent of the decrease in stress for a given time
interval will be greatest for the largest initial stress.
The concept of the relaxation of stresses at high temperatures is
most important in the analysis of the drag test and the stop test
results. In the discussion which follows, an attempt is made to explain
qualitatively the effect of heat treatment and plate thickness on the
drag test results. In order to explain these effects, a thorough analysis
of the strain data is presented, as is also a qualitative analysis of the
stop test data.
31. Buildup of Stress in the Wheel Due to Drag Testing
When one considers the mechanism by which the stresses are
built up in a wheel during a drag test, it becomes evident that a
stress analysis will, at most, be qualitative. The stress change occur-
ring in a wheel during a drag test is caused by plastic or inelastic
deformation resulting from high stresses produced by a steep tem-
perature gradient. The magnitude of the stress and the extent of the
plastic deformation depend on the temperature, the temperature
gradient, the stress gradient, and the duration of the test. Since
fracture starts at the bottom of the saw cut, the problem is further
complicated by the notch.
An analysis of the test data is possible without obtaining a
mathematical relation between the stress at the bottom of the saw
cut and the variables affecting its magnitude. If the mechanism by
which the stresses are built up in the wheel can be determined, it is
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necessary only to determine how a particular variable affects the
stress buildup, in order to determine the effect of that variable on
the drag test results.
Since wheels fracture as the result of tensile stresses developed
in the rim of the wheel by the drag test, the mechanism by which
these stresses are developed is considered first. To simplify the pres-
entation, it will be assumed that there are no initial residual stresses
in the wheel.
As was stated previously, the drag test results in the rim of the
wheel being heated much more rapidly than the hub and plate. The
resulting temperature gradient produces compressive stresses in the
circumferential direction in the rim of the wheel that may reach an
appreciable magnitude. At the high temperature to which the rim is
heated the material is not able to elastically carry these high com-
pressive stresses, so that they are relaxed with time.
Schematically, the effect of relaxation on the compressive stress
developed in the rim of the wheel during the heating period of the
drag test may be represented by the relaxation curve shown in
Fig. 26. Let curve AB be the relaxation-time curve for the wheel steel
for the given temperature, let OA represent the average compressive
stress that would have been developed in the wheel if no relaxation
had taken place, and let OC represent the interval of time during
the drag test in which the temperature is high enough for appreciable
relaxation to take place. At the end of the heating period of the first
drag, the average compressive stress remaining is given by CD. If,
on cooling, the rim diameter at room temperature returns to its
value at the beginning of the first drag, the total change in stress
in the rim will be equal to OA; it is shown by DF in Fig. 26. Thus,
at the end of the first drag an average tensile stress of magnitude
equal to CF is produced in the rim of the wheel, and this value is
found to be equal to DE, which was the decrease of the compressive
stress due to relaxation. Actually the rim of the wheel decreases in
diameter during the test, so that the resulting tensile stress is smaller
than that indicated above. However, the qualitative picture of the
method by which the tensile stresses are built up in the rim of the
wheel would not be changed by considering the effect of change in
diameter of the wheel; hence the simplified picture will be considered.
The buildup of the average tensile stress in the rim with succes-
sive drags can also be explained by the relaxation curve shown in
Fig. 26. In order to eliminate presenting a sequence of relaxation
curves of short duration of time, the time required for cooling and
reheating of the wheel has not been shown. Hence, the cooling cycle
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FIG. 26. RELAXATION-TIME CURVE FOR MATERIAL IN RIM OF WHEEL, SHOWING
SCHEMATICALLY THE EFFECT OF RELAXATION ON THE AVERAGE STRESS
DEVELOPED IN RIM DURING SUCCESSIVE DRAG TESTS
progressed along the line DCF, and the heating cycle for the second
drag will progress along the line FCD. During the second drag the
compressive stress will decrease because of relaxation along the curve
from D to H. The amount of relaxation will not be as much during
the second drag as for the first drag because the initial compressive
stress at the beginning of the second drag was smaller than for the
first drag (see Fig. 25b). On cooling after the second drag, the average
tensile stress in the rim will have been increased to a value repre-
sented by GJ. With successive drags, the average tensile stress in
the rim of the wheel will increase; however, the rate of increase with
each drag decreases with the number of drags. This trend has defi-
nitely been observed in the strain measurements and in the rim
C
Ir-
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movement. As shown in Figs. 22 and 23, the strain curves as well as
the rim movement curve exhibit a sharp rise for the first few drags
and then level off as the number of drags increases. The analysis of
these curves is given in Section 33.
The total increase in the average tensile stress in the rim of the
wheel due to drag testing probably never reaches a magnitude equal
to the fracture strength of the material. However, the stress at the
bottom of the saw cut where fracture begins is necessarily many
times larger than the average stress in the rim. The average stress
across the section of the rim through the saw cut is approximately
twice the average stress across the solid section of the rim, since the
saw cut removes approximately 50 percent of the rim cross-section.
Also, the stress concentration factor for the notch created by the saw
cut must be considerably greater than unity.
The determination of the magnitude of the stress at the bottom
of the saw cut is rather improbable. The only possibility of analyz-
ing the result of the drag test is to make the obvious assumption
that the stress at the bottom of the saw cut increases with the
average stress in the rim. Thus the relation between the maximum
tensile stress at the bottom of the saw cut and the number of drags
will be assumed to have the same general relation as that between
the average tensile stress in the rim and number of drags. Using
this method of analysis, any variables that appreciably affect the
relaxation phenomena will be expected to affect appreciably the num-
ber of drags required to produce fracture.
The relation between the number of drags and the maximum
stress at the bottom of the saw cut for a wheel initially free from
residual stresses is shown schematically in Fig. 27. This curve will be
referred to as the stress-buildup curve. The general shape of the
curve shown in Fig. 27 may be obtained from Fig. 26. As was found
in the analysis of Fig. 26, the amount of relaxation is greatest during
the first drag test; therefore the greatest increase in the tensile stress
at the bottom of the saw cut will occur on the first drag test. Since
the rate of relaxation decreases with the number of drags, the rate of
increase in stress at the bottom of the saw cut will also decrease with
the number of drags.
Fracture will occur in the wheel when the stress at the bottom
of the saw cut attains a magnitude equal to the fracture stress, which
is represented by OA in Fig. 27. In drawing the line AB, it is assumed
that the fracture stress is not affected by the drag testing. No sig-
nificant change in the structure of the material at the bottom of the
saw cut was found in the metallographic study.
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FIG. 27. RELATION BETWEEN MAXIMUM STRESS AT BOTTOM OF
THE SAW-CUT AND NUMBER OF DRAG TESTS
Stress-buildup curve.
In Fig. 27 a shaded band is shown extending on each side of the
line AB. This band may be considered the scatter band to account
for the fact that the fracture stress is not a fixed value. Even though
the scatter band may be relatively narrow, the number of drags re-
quired to produce fracture may be scattered over a wide range
because of the characteristic shape of the stress-buildup curve. When
one considers the possible variation in the test conditions, which will
shift the stress-buildup curve up or down, in addition to the vari-
ation of the fracture stress, the scatter of the test data may be
appreciable (see the scatter of the test results shown in the tables).
32. Residual Stresses Introduced into the Wheel
by the Heat Treatment Process
An initial residual stress in the rim of a wheel has a decided in-
fluence on the number of drags required to produce fracture, since
the initial stress determines the start of the stress-buildup curve
shown in Fig. 27. If the wheel has an initial compressive stress in
the rim, the start of the stress-buildup curve will be below the
origin, and a greater number of drags will be required to attain
the fracture stress. Conversely, initial tensile stress in the rim will
decrease the number of drags required to produce fracture. The type
and magnitude of the residual stresses are determined by the method
of heat treatment, other factors being the same.
;5ý 7. B8
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In the rim-quenching treatment only the rim of the wheel is
quenched, so that the rim cools much more rapidly than the plate
and the hub. The resulting temperature gradient is just opposite to
that produced by the drag test, and the resulting residual stress
distribution would be expected to be opposite to that produced by
drag testing. The residual stresses presented in Tables 16 and 17
verify this assumption.
In the oil-quenching treatment the entire wheel is quenched in a
bath of oil. Since the plate is the thinnest section, it cools much
more rapidly than the rim and hub. The resulting temperature
gradient between the rim and the plate is similar to that developed
when drag testing, and the resultant residual stress upon cooling
will tend toward an average tangential tension in the rim. Tangen-
tial stresses measured on the rim surfaces will be compression, due
to the differential cooling from the surface to the center of the rim
section. The temperature gradient between the hub and the plate
will result in tension stresses being developed in the hub. These
tension stresses in the hub will tend to reduce the magnitude of the
tension stresses in the rim. The residual stress condition or pattern
of the oil-quenched wheel is largely determined by the wheel design.
In the A36 design wheel, which has a relatively long and thin plate
and a relatively small hub mass compared to the rim mass, the
tensile stresses produced in the hub probably have little influence
on the rim stresses. In some wheel designs, in which the hub mass is
large relative to the rim mass, it is possible that the tension stresses
in the hub may change the stress pattern in the rim.
Residual stresses have been determined in A36 design oil-quenched
Class C wheels; they are presented in Table 16. It will be noted
that the rim surface stresses are compression in the tangential di-
rection, while those at 12 in. and 1 in. below the center of the tread
were found to be tension. The maximum measured tensile stresses
were found at a depth of 1 in., which is near the bottom of the saw
cut. The fact that the stresses in the rims of the oil-quenched wheels
which were investigated were predominantly tension was verified
when the wheels for residual stress determination having 400 deg F
and 700 deg F draw temperatures were sawed. Both of these wheels
fractured like a drag-tested wheel, when sawed through the rim.
33. Analysis of the Strains Produced by Drag Testing
The changes in strains produced by drag testing were determined
at the locations shown in Fig. 12, with the 2-in. gage length Olsen-
de-Shazer strain gage described in Chapter III, Section 10. Strains
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were measured on the outer face and inner face of the wheel for a
radial gage line at the saw cut and for a radial gage line located
90 deg from the saw cut. Since the strains in the plate were approx-
imately the same for the two gage lines, only the strain data obtained
at the gage line 90 deg from the saw cut are presented. At this gage
line the strains measured in the rim are not affected by the saw cut.
Attention should be called to the fact that in all cases the strain
data were obtained while the wheels were at room temperature.
Only the strain data for the wheels used in the draw temperature
investigation are considered, since the data for these wheels are the
most nearly complete. To simplify the presentation, the strain data
for the rim-quenched and oil-quenched wheels subjected to 800 deg F
draw temperature are considered first. The strain data for these two
wheels are shown in Table 18 and Figs. 22 and 23.
The data in Table 18 illustrate the method used to determine the
plastic deformation which is produced in the wheel by drag testing.
The data in Group 1 of Table 18 are the initial residual strains in
the wheels as manufactured. The data in Group 2 are the total
deformation, elastic and plastic, produced by drag testing companion
wheels; they were obtained by taking the difference between the
initial gage reading before starting the first drag test and the last
gage reading before fracture. The algebraic addition of correspond-
ing values of the data in Group 1 and Group 2 gives the data pre-
sented in Group 3, which would be the residual strain in the wheel
at fracture if no plastic deformation had occurred1 . The residual
strains in the wheels after testing which are presented in Group 4
were obtained by sawing out the rosettes after fracture; they are
based on the last strain reading before fracture. For most wheels, one
or more drag tests were run after the last strain reading before
fracture; the data are therefore somewhat in error. However, because
of the leveling off of the strain-buildup curves (see Figs. 22 and 23)
after several drag tests have been run, it is felt that the residual strain
data in Table 18 are sufficiently accurate for comparative pur-
poses. If corresponding values of Group 4 are subtracted algebrai-
cally from Group 3, the plastic deformation is obtained as shown in
Group 5. The plus sign indicates that the plastic deformation was
produced by tensile stresses; the negative sign, that the plastic de-
formation was produced by compressive stresses.
As indicated in Group 5 of Table 18, the plastic deformation
1 The accuracy of the data in Group 3 is dependent upon the validity of the assumption
that the residual stresses in companion wheels as manufactured are approximately the same.
Since the stress data indicate that the differences in stress pattern between companion wheels
may be small compared to differences between types of heat treatment or draw temperatures,
the above assumption will be used to show the trends.
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produced in the outer face of the rim of a wheel by drag testing is
rather large. The plastic deformation in the tangential direction is
negative, a fact which indicates that the plastic deformation occurred
while the rim was subjected to compressive stress. This is in accord
with the relaxation theory presented in Section 31. The plastic de-
formation in the tangential direction on the inner face of the rim is
small compared to that on the outer face. This is due to the fact
that the temperature of the inner face of the rim during a drag test
is considerably lower than that of the outer face, because of the
greater distance from the source of heat, so that the magnitude of
the compressive stress developed on the inner face will be much less
than that developed on the outer face; futhermore, the low tempera-
ture is not conducive to relaxation.
The plastic deformation in the radial direction in the rim is
the result of relaxation of the high tensile stresses which are produced
by the temperature gradient across the depth of the rim. This tem-
perature gradient is the result of the fact that the energy is being
impressed into the tread of the wheel, making it the hottest part of
the rim; the temperature decreases with depth into the rim. Since
higher temperature tends toward greater expansion, a radial tension
stress is developed in the rim.
The changes in strain in the tangential direction on inner and
outer faces of the rim due to drag testing are given in Group 2 of
Table 18. The strain readings used in determining these values were
recorded after various drags throughout the testing; they are plotted
in Fig. 22 for the rim-quenched wheel and in Fig. 23 for the oil-
quenched wheel. Besides the strain curves for the tangential direc-
tion in the rim, there are curves for strains in the radial direction at
P 1 and Pa in the plate (see Fig. 12) and a curve for the axial move-
ment of the rim toward the outer face. Most of the curves have a
sharp rise for the first few drags and then a leveling off, as was pre-
dicted by the relaxation theory presented in Section 31 and illus-
trated in Fig. 27. In Fig. 22 and again in Fig. 23 opposite trends
are noted for the tangential strains in the rim on the outer and inner
faces. The data presented in Group 5 of Table 18 show that the outer
face of the rim undergoes plastic deformation during drag testing,
whereas very little plastic deformation is produced on the inner face.
A reduction in circumference of the outer face of the rim with little
change on the inner face indicates that the rim is tipping during the
drag testing. As the rim tips, the inner face increases in diameter.
The result is small residual tension stresses in the tangential direc-
tion on this face, as given in Group 4 of Table 18. The data in Group
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4 also indicate that the lower portion of the outer face of the rim is
in compression after drag testing. This results from the tipping of
the rim and from the fact that the extent of plastic deformation is
smaller in this region than in the region near the tread because the
temperature to which this region is heated by the drag test is less
than that for the region near the tread.
Of particular interest are the strain data for the plate of the
wheels, as shown in Group 5 of Table 18. The plastic strains in the
FIG. 28. CROSS-SECTION OF WHEEL SHOWING RIM MOVEMENT AND RESULTING
BENDING STRESSES IN PLATE WHEN RIM OF WHEEL Is HEATED
plates of the rim-quenched wheels are large relative to the plastic
strains in the plates of the oil-quenched wheels. Also, the residual
strains in the plates of the rim-quenched wheels before drag testing
have signs generally opposite to what they are after drag testing,
whereas most of the residual strains do not change signs during the
drag testing of the oil-quenched wheels.
In Fig. 28 is shown a cross-section of a wheel before starting the
first drag test (solid lines) and while the rim of the wheel is heated
during the drag test (dotted lines). As the rim of the wheel is heated,
it expands and straightens the plate as shown (Fig. 28) by the cross-
section with the dotted line. For the thick plate wheels the move-
ment of the rim, from its initial position when cold to its position at
the end of a drag test when hot, is approximately Y8 in. The straight-
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ening of the plate introduces radial tension in the plate and produces
bending stresses in the plate near the rim and near the hub. The type
of stress due to bending at each location is given in Fig. 28. During
the drag test the compressive stresses developed in the rim are re-
laxed, so that on cooling to room temperature after the first drag the
the rim is shorter in circumference than before the test. The result-
ing tension in the rim produces a compressive force in the plate and
bending stresses which are opposite to those shown in Fig. 28. Thus,
when the wheel is cooled following the first drag the rim moves
axially toward the outer face beyond its position before the test.
The effect of a number of drags on the rim movement for the rim-
quenched and oil-quenched wheels is shown by the dotted curves
in Figs. 22 and 23.
For the rim-quenched wheel, it will be noted, the bending strains
produced in the plate of the wheel when the rim is heated by drag
testing (see Fig. 28) have the same sign as the initial residual strains
given in Group 1 of Table 18. Since these strains add together, there
is a possibility that during the drag test the stresses may be suf-
ficient to produce yielding (plastic deformation which is independ-
ent of time). The plastic deformation data for the rim-quenched
wheel indicate that appreciable yielding did take place. The plastic
strains in the radial direction at P 3 are rather large for both the outer
and the inner faces of the wheel. The temperature of the plate of
the wheel near the hub (P 3) never reaches a sufficient magnitude
to produce appreciable relaxation, so that the plastic strains at this
location are due to yielding. Furthermore, all the yielding at P3 must
occur during the first drag, since the greatest movement of the rim
in the axial direction toward the inner face occurs during the first
drag test. This fact explains the reversal in trend of the strain-vs.-
number-of-drags curves for P3, as shown in Fig. 22. On cooling the
wheel at the end of the first drag, the compressive strain produced
in the radial direction at P3 on the outer face is not sufficient to
equal the plastic strain caused by yielding in tension when the rim
was hot. With subsequent drags, however, the movement of the rim
toward the outer face increases the compressive strains on the outer
face at P3 , as shown in Fig. 22.
It will be noted in Group 5 of Table 18 that the plastic strains
in the plate of a rim-quenched wheel have the same sign as the
initial residual strains. This indicates that the plastic deformation
at each location occurred during the heating part of the drag test.
For the oil-quenched wheels the residual strains in the plate
before testing are in general opposite in sign to those for the rim-
quenched wheels; consequently the plastic strains produced in the
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plate of the oil-quenched wheels by drag testing are small, as indi-
cated by the data in Group 5 of Table 18. Since the plastic strains
in the radial direction at P 3 are negligible, the strain-vs.-number-of-
drags curve for P 3 shown in Fig. 23 does not show a reversal of
direction such as was found for the rim-quenched wheel in Fig. 22.
Otherwise the trends of the curves for the oil-quenched wheel are
similar to those for the rim-quenched wheel.
34. Analysis of Effect of Heat Treatment on Drag Test Results
The effect of the type of heat treatment on the drag test results
can be explained by the stress-buildup curve shown in Fig. 27.
Because of predominating residual compression in the rims of un-
tested rim-quenched wheels and predominating residual tension in
the rims of untested oil-quenched wheels, the start of the stress-
buildup curve will be above the origin for the oil-quenched wheels
and below the origin for the rim-quenched wheels, as shown in Fig.
29. Assuming that the fracture stress of the rim material is the same
for the wheels with either type of heat treatment, because of similar
mechanical properties, the number of drags required to produce
fracture in the rim-quenched wheel would be expected to be ap-
preciably greater than for the oil-quenched wheel. Attention should
be called to the fact that the shape of the stress-buildup curve as
well as the location of the start of curve is affected by the type of
heat treatment. The initial residual stresses of the rim-quenched
wheel add to those developed in the wheel when the rim is heated
by the drag test (see the previous Section) so that rate of relaxation
and the resulting buildup of the tensile stress in the rim-quenched
wheel are greater than for the oil-quenched wheel. This offsets to
some extent the initial advantageous residual stress distribution of
the rim-quenched wheels. However, a number of drag tests are re-
quired on the rim-quenched wheels to change the residual stress
distribution to one that is comparable with the initial residual stress
distribution in the oil-quenched wheels. Consequently, the rim-
quenched wheels are more resistant to wheel fracture than the oil-
quenched wheels, as indicated by the drag test data presented in
Tables 4 and 5 and plotted in Figs. 11 and 14.
The location of the start of the stress-buildup curves shown in
Fig. 29 is affected by the draw temperature and other manufacturing
factors. By sufficiently increasing the draw temperature, the residual
stresses in the wheel after manufacture will approach zero, and the
stress-buildup curves for rim-quenched and oil-quenched wheels will
coincide. The test data presented in Table 5 and plotted in Fig. 14
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FIG. 29. EFFECT OF RESIDUAL STRESS ON STRESS-BUILDUP CURVE
indicate that the least difference between the two heat treatments
occurs at the highest draw temperature of 1200 deg F. Since a de-
crease in draw temperature lowers the start of the stress-buildup
curve for rim-quenched wheels and raises it for the oil-quenched
wheels, a decrease in draw temperature might be expected to in-
crease the number of drags required to produce wheel fracture for
the rim-quenched wheels and decrease the number of drags for the
oil-quenched wheels. The plot of the test data presented in Fig.
14 does not bear out this assumption.
There are at least two reasons why the drag test data for the
wheels used in the draw temperature investigation do not follow the
trend indicated by the stress-buildup curve shown in Fig. 29. In
the first place, at any given draw temperature the higher residual
stresses will decrease (through relaxation) more rapidly than the
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lower residual stresses. Thus, there will be developed a changed
relationship between the residual stresses at various locations. Such
stress relationships may be an important variable in influencing the
resistance of the wheels to wheel fracture. In the second place, the
changes in mechanical properties resulting from the higher draw
temperature may have an appreciable effect on the resistance of
wheels to wheel fracture.
For the lower draw temperatures in which the metallurgical struc-
ture was not appreciably affected (see Chapter II, Section 6), the
drag test data for the oil-quenched wheels agreed with the theory.
The residual tangential stresses 1 in. below the tread (Table 16)
indicate that the residual tensile stresses at this location increase
with a decrease in draw temperature, thus shifting the start of the
stress-buildup curve upward (see Fig. 29). The drag test data for
the oil-quenched wheels drawn at low temperatures are in agreement
with this theory, and the oil-quenched wheels were found to have
low resistance to wheel fracture.
The drag test data for the rim-quenched wheels drawn at the
lower temperatures do not show an increase in resistance to wheel
fracture, as was indicated by the theory. The theory was based on
the assumption that the residual stresses in the tangential direction
in the center of the rim were compression, which increased appreci-
ably with a decrease in draw temperature. Actually these residual
stresses are small as compared to the surface stresses, and the data
presented in Table 16 indicate that the residual compressive stresses
at 1 in. below the tread may decrease rather than increase when the
wheel is drawn at lower temperatures. Thus, below a given draw
temperature the start of the stress-buildup curve may be raised
rather than lowered; this fact will account for a decrease in resistance
to wheel fracture for the low draw temperatures.
The strain data for the wheels used in the draw temperature
investigation are presented in Tables 19 and 20. The data are ar-
ranged in the same form as those presented in Table 18. The strain
data for the rim-quenched wheels presented in Table 19 indicate
that at fracture the residual stress distribution has to a large extent
reversed itself. The initial residual strains, the change in strain due
to drag testing, and the plastic strains all increase with a decrease
in draw temperature. The strain data for the oil-quenched wheels
given in Table 20 indicate an increase in the residual strains, a de-
crease in change in strain due to drag testing, and a decrease in
plastic strain, with a decrease in draw temperature. The residual
strain distribution after testing is similar to what it was before
testing.
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35. Analysis of Effect of Changes in Wheel Design on Drag Test
Results
For wheels of specific chemical analysis and heat treatment, the
resistance to wheel fracture can be increased by a change in geometry,
if the given change lowers the rate of stress-buildup. If the stress-
buildup curve shown in Fig. 27 is representative of a basic wheel,
then the stress-buildup curve of a wheel of improved design would
fall below that curve. A change in geometry of the wheel can lower
the rate of stress-buildup only if the change will decrease the amount
of relaxation of the compressive stresses occurring in the rim of the
wheel when the wheel is heated. From the relaxation curves shown
in Fig. 25 it would appear that for a given wheel design the amount
of relaxation can be decreased either by lowering the temperature or
by decreasing the time, neither of which is feasible; or by lowering
the compressive stress. Since the compressive stresses are developed
in the outer portion of the wheel because the inner portion is too
stiff to let the rim expand when it is heated, the logical solution to
the problem would be to make the plate more flexible.
There are two changes in the geometry which should increase the
flexibility of the plate - a decrease in plate thickness or an increase
in the angle of the plate. The drag test data presented in Section 13
indicated that the number of drags required to produce fracture can
be greatly increased by decreasing the plate thickness. If the plate
thickness is decreased by one-half, the resistance of the plate to
bending is reduced to approximately one-quarter and the resistance
to a radial load is reduced to approximately one-half. The drag test
data plotted in Fig. 16 indicate that the thin plate wheel has about
four times as much resistance to wheel fracture as the thick plate
wheel. As yet, no wheels have been tested to determine the effect of
the angle of the plate on the ability of the wheel to resist wheel
fracture. With the present truck design it is not feasible to change
the angle of the plate to any large extent.
36. Stress Analysis of Stop-Tested Wheels
During the stop test, the high rate of energy input to the tread
of the wheel heats the tread to an austenitizing temperature, but
the short duration of test does not allow very deep penetration of
the heated zone into the rim. The resulting temperature gradient
produces large compressive stresses in the tread of the wheel. Both
the high temperature and the high stress are conducive to extremely
rapid relaxation, so that a large percentage of the compressive stress
will be relieved by the end of the 25-50-sec duration of the stop test.
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After the wheel is cooled following a stop test, tensile stresses are
developed in the region of the tread where the plastic deformation
has taken place. Since the total volume of the material in the rim
that is plastically deformed by the stop test is small, the changes in
strain at the strain rosettes shown in Fig. 12 are small. Because no
method has been developed to determine the stresses in the tread
of the wheel and it was not thought that the small stresses in the
outer and inner faces of the rim and plate were indicative of the
high tread stresses, few strain data were taken during the stop test-
ing, and none are presented in this bulletin.
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APPENDIX B
GENERAL DATA FOR ALL WHEELS TESTED
Tests of an exploratory nature were made on a number of wheels.
Though not reported in the body of this bulletin, the results of these
tests are included in Tables 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 of this Appendix.
These tables show the general data obtained from each wheel tested.
In Tables 21, 22, and 23 the average coefficient of friction is given in
the last column for both the drag-tested and the stop-tested wheels.
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TABLE 24
GENERAL DATA FOR WHEELS TESTED FOR RESIDUAL STRESSES
Nominal Plate Nominal
Heat Draw Thickness* Rim
Wheel Test Heat Treat- Temp, Diam, A, B, Thickness,
Number Number Class ment deg F in. in. in. inches
5 IAO1R 31077 A
6 IAO1R 31077 A
11 IBO1R 37021 B
12 IBO1R 37021 B
17 ICO1R 87120 C
18 ICO1R 87120 C
23 SAW1R E6270 A
24 SAW1R E6270 A
35 BAR1R 461.223 A
41 BBR1R 46L256 B
47 BCR1R 47L193 C
49 IDO1R 28087 C
55 IEO1R 28090 B
61 ICO1R 46568 C
66 ICR1R 46568 C
71 ICO1R 46568 C
76 ICR1R 46568 C
81 ICU1R 46568 U
86 IFO1R 43607 C
101 ICU2R 40495 C
153 IBO1R 34519 B
154 IBR1R 34519 B
163 ICU3R 40307 U
164 ICU4R 40307 U
185 ICR6R 40307 C
186 ICR1R 40307 C
187 ICR5R 40307 C
188 ICR7R 40307 C
201 ICO5R 40307 C
202 ICO7R 40307 C
216 ICU5R 40307 U
217 ICU8R 40307 U
218 ICU7R 40307 U
219 ICO8R 40307 C
232 ICO5R 40307 C
233 ICR5R 40307 C
235 ICR5R 40307 C
236 ICO5R 40307 C
246 BCR1R 59R316 C
247 BCR1R 59R316 C
248 BCR1R 59R316 C
255 LCU4R 831021 U
266 BCR9R 59R316 C
267 BCR9R 59R316 C
268 BCR9R 59R316 C
271 ICU4R 831021 U
296 ICO1R 921614 C
301 ICR1R 921614 C
302 ICO1R 921614 C
303 ICR1R 921614 C
304 ICR1R 921614 C
305 ICR1R 921614 C
306 ICR1R 921614 C
307 ICR1R 921614 C
308 ICO1R 921614 C
309 ICO1R 921614 C
310 ICO1R 921614 C
311 ICOIR 921614 C
312 ICU1R 921614 U
343 ICR1R 921614 C
360 ICR1R 921614 C
361 ICR1R 921614 C
362 ICR1R 921614 C
363 ICR1R 921614 C
* See Fig. 3.
990 36 1
990 36 1
990 36 1
990 36 1
1 040 36 1
1 040 36 1
800 36 1
800 36 1
870 36 1
870 36 1
870 36 1
970 36 1
970 36 1
970 36 1
970 36 1
1 140 36 1
1 140 36 1
36 1
970 36 1
33 Y
930 36 1
930 36 1
33 %4
33 ½
960 36 Y
960 36 1
960 36 1
960 36 Y2
960 36 1
960 36 2
36 1
36 Y4
36 Y
960 36 %
600 36 1
600 36 1
800 36 1
800 36 1
870 36 1
870 36 1
870 36 1
33 Y
870 36 %4
870 36 %4
870 36 %4
33 2
1 200 36 1
1 200 36 1
1 000 36 1
1 000 36 1
900 36 1
700 36 1
800 36 1
400 36 1
900 36 1
800 36 1
700 36 1
400 36 1
36 1
860 36 1
700 36 1
800 36 1
900 36 1
1 000 36 1
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TABLE 25
LADLE HEAT ANALYSIS BY MANUFACTURE
C,
percent
0.75
0.59
0.52
0.61
0.61
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.52
0.61
0.70
0.71
0.48
Mn,
percent
0.38
0.44
0.71
0.74
0.75
0.73
0.79
0.75
0.77
0.70
0.77
0.69
0.75
0.77
0.68
0.68
P,
percent
0.013
0.017
0.030
0.015
0.013
0.014
0.020
0.014
0.020
0.014
0.022
0.014
0.027
0.010
0.014
0.030
S,
percent
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.038
0.024
0.034
0.037
0.025
0.027
0.038
0.035
0.031
0.039
0.032
0.029
0.030
Heat
Number
28087
28090
31077
34519
37021
40307
43607
46568
87120
831021
921614
46L223
46L256
47L193
59R316
E6270
Si,
percent
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.26
0.19
0.18
0.27
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.20
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.26
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Books
History of the Development of Building Construction in Chicago, by Frank A.
Randall. 1949. A publication of the University of Illinois Press; sponsored
jointly by the Engineering Experiment Station and the Graduate College. 388
pages. Price: cloth, five dollars; paper, four dollars.
NO. Bulletins
361. Residual Stresses in Welded Structures, by W. M. Wilson and Chao-Chien Hao.
1946. Forty cents.
362. The Bonding Action of Clays: Part II-Clays in Dry Molding Sands, by R. E.
Grim and F. L. Cuthbert. 1946. Free upon request.
363. Studies of Slab and Beam Highway Bridges: Part I-Tests of Simple-Span
Right I-Beam Bridges, by N. M. Newmark, C. P. Siess, and R. R, Penman.
1946. Sixty-five cents.
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V. L. Glover, W. C. Huntington, J. D. Lindsay, F. E. Richart, and C. C.
Wiley. 1947. Free upon request.
366. Performance of an Indirect Storage Type of Hot-Water Heater, by A. P. Kratz
and W. S. Harris. 1947. Free upon request.
367. Influence Charts for Computation of Vertical Displacements in Elastic Founda-
tions, by N. M. Newmark. 1947. Twenty cents.
368. The Effect of Eccentric Loading, Protective Shells, Slenderness Ratios, and
Other Variables in Reinforced Concrete Columns, by F. E. Richart, J. 0.
Draffin, T. A. Olson, and R. H. Heitman. 1947. Sixty-five cents.
369. Studies of Highway Skew Slab-Bridges with Curbs: Part I-Results of Analyses,
by V. P. Jensen and J. W. Allen. 1947. Free upon request.
370. The Illinois Smokeless Furnace, by J. R. Fellows, A. P. Kratz, and S. Konzo.
1947. Forty cents.
371. Rate of Propagation of Fatigue Cracks in 12-inch by 4 -in. Steel Plates with
Severe Geometrical Stress-Raisers, by W. M. Wilson and J. L. Burke. 1947.
Ten cents.
372. The Effect of Non-Uniform Distribution of Stress on the Yield Strength of
Steel, by D. Morkovin and 0. Sidebottom. 1947. Forty cents.
373. History of Building Foundations in Chicago, by R. B. Peck. 1948. Thirty cents.
374. The Free Surface Around, and Interference Between, Gravity Wells, by H. E.
Babbitt and D. H. Caldwell. 1948. Thirty cents.
375. Studies of Slab and Beam Highway Bridges: Part II-Tests of Simple-Span
Skew I-Beam Bridges, by N. M. Newmark, C. P. Siess, and W. M. Peckham.
1948. Free upon request.
376. Highspeed Freight Train Resistance: Its Relation to Average Car Weight, by
John K. Tuthill. 1948. Free upon request.
377. Flexural Fatigue Strength of Steel Beams, by W. M. Wilson. 1948. Twenty cents.
378. An Investigation of Creep, Fracture, and Bending of Lead and Lead Alloys for
Cable Sheathing-Series 1946, by C. W. Dollins. 1948. Free upon request.
379. Non-Pressure Treatments of Round Northern White Cedar Timbers with Creo-
sote, by E. E. King. 1948. Free upon request.
380. Fatigue Strength of Fillet-Weld, Plug-Weld, and Slot-Weld Joints Connecting
Steel Structural Members, by W. M. Wilson, W. H. Munse, and W. H.
Bruckner. 1949. Sixty cents.
381. An Investigation of the Backwater Profile for Steady Flow in Prismatic Chan-
nels, by W. M. Lansford and W. D. Mitchell. 1949. Fifty cents.
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NO. Bulletins (Continued)
382. The Fatigue Strength of Various Details Used for the Repair of Bridge Mem-
bers, by W. M. Wilson and W. H. Munse. 1949. Forty cents.
383. Progress Report on Performance of a One-Pipe Heating System in the I= B= R
Research Home, by W. S. Harris. 1949. Twenty-five cents.
384. Fatigue Strength of Butt Welds, by W. M. Wilson, W. H. Munse, and I. S.
Snyder. 1949. Free upon request.
385. Moments in Two-Way Concrete Floor Slabs, by C. P. Siess and N. M. Newmark.
1950. Free upon request.
386. Studies of Highway Skew Slab-Bridges with Curbs: Part II, by M. L. Gossard,
C. P. Siess, N. M. Newmark, and L. E. Goodman. 1950. Free upon request.
387. The Effect of Brake Shoe Action on Thermal Cracking and on Failure of
Wrought Steel Railway Car Wheels, by H. R. Wetenkamp, 0. M. Sidebottom,
and H. J. Schrader. 1950. Free upon request.
No. Circulars
49. The Drainage of Airports, by W. W. Horner. 1944. Twenty-five cents.
50. Bibliography of Electro-Organic Chemistry, by S. Swann, Jr. 1948. Fifty cents.
51. Rating Equations for Hand-Fired Warm-Air Furnaces, by A. P. Kratz, S. Konzo,
and J. A. Henry. 1945. None available.
52. The Railroad Dynamometer Car of the University of Illinois and the Illinois
Central Railroad, by J. K. Tuthill. 1947. Free upon request.
53. Papers Presented at the Seventh Short Course in Coal Utilization, held at the
University of Illinois, September 17-19, 1946. 1948. One dollar.
54. Papers Presented at the First Short Course on Hot Water and Steam Heating
Systems, held at the Undergraduate Division, University of Illinois, Navy
Pier, Chicago, September 9-11, 1947. 1948. Fifty cents.
55. Contributions to Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Soil
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering. 1949. Thirty-five cents.
56. Papers Presented at the First Annual Short Course on Industrial Packaging and
Materials Handling, held in Chicago, October 4-7, 1948. 1949. None available.
57. A Survey of Electrical Insulation Practices, by M. A. Faucett, C. Houpis, and
G. E. Leibinger. 1949. Seventy cents.
58. Papers Presented at the Eighth Conference on Coal Utilization. 1949. Seventy-
five cents.
59. Input Impedance of a Slotted Cylinder Antenna, by C. A. Holt. 1950. Free
upon request.
60. Lectures on Foundation Engineering, by A. E. Cummings. 1949. Free upon
request.
No. Reprints
39. Progress Reports of Investigation of Railroad Rails and Joint Bars, by R. E.
Cramer and R. S. Jensen. 1948. Fifteen cents.
40. Third Progress Report of the Investigation of Methods of Roadbed Stabiliza-
tion, by R. Smith. 1948. Fifteen cents.
41. Phase-Sensitive Indicating Devices, by H. C. Roberts. 1948. Fifteen cents.
42. First Progress Report of a Laboratory Investigation of Roadbed Stabilization,
by R. B. Peck. 1949. Free upon request.
43. Progress Reports of Investigation of Railroad Rails, Joint Bars, and Manganese
Steel Castings, by R. E. Cramer and R. S. Jensen. 1949. Free upon request.
44. Present Status of the Development of Hand-Fired Smokeless Coal Heaters, by
J. R. Fellows. 1949. Fifteen cents.
45. Highway Bridge Floors, by F. E. Richart, N. M. Newmark, and C. P. Siess.
1949. None available.
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